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Gompers Tells Civic
Hon That the worKingnMY
Is Not TractaDie as
Heretofore.

Editor Harden Reported too
111 to Appear In
Cour- tVon Molkte Is

XL

Aging Fast.

MITCHELL USES MORE
ELEGANT

ALL

EMPEROR WILLIAM IS

J
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:

WORRY
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KooseveIt:s Name Is
Man Spoken
Checred-Harva- rd
of as First Citizen In the

Presiaem

Country-Fav- ors

Case Is AQaln Postponed Names
of Many Royal Families Are In
Questlon-Z- u
Eulenbura Is
Shamed and Totterlna From
--

1.

ma. AOVH rnukHUMfH WAS TAKBLN BIT MESSRS. WM. AND U. UOW'.NKf. UC l.LMN. (HjuitT PHu HXi KAr n
t
iw lur,
IT IS THE MOST RBMAKJCAIILK PHOTOGRAPH OF ROTALTY KVBK GROUPED TOGETHBK, SHOWING
FAMILY OF KM3UANM),
AS JT
IXiKS THK POSED PORTRAITS OF TWENTT-FOt- ll
KtXGH. EMPERORS, QVBESS, PRINCES AND FRtNCI-MSKS- .
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Load ot Disgrace.

The hl. torlc picture was taken at. Windsor Castle during the recant vi lt to England of Emperor William and King Alfonso. ' The group contains
(1) Princess Rrtyal of England; (5) the Duke of Connaught. S) ths Queen of Norway. (4) the Kaiser, (S) the
the following personnges. numbered:
7
Princess Patricia of Connaught,
Prtncexs of Walon,
(he Empress of Germany, (10) Prince
the Prince- OT Wales, 8) the King of Spain.
Arthur of Connaught, (11) the Queen of England, lit) the Grand Duke Vladimir of Russia, (11) the Queen of Spain, (14) the Duchess of Connaught.
"(16) Princess Victoria, (16) Prince Johann of Snxony. (7) Prlo Olaf. (f,8) the King of England, (19) the Infanta Isabel of Spain, (JO)- - Prlnoss
Henry of Battenberg. (21) Grand Duihefs Vladimir of Russia. (?2) Quen of Portugal. (23) the Duchess d'AoRti, (24) Princess Johann of Saxony.

Gom-per- s,
New York. Dec. 20. Samuel Fedpresident of the American upon
served notice
eration of Labor,attempt
to reduce
employer that
wages at this time will be toaghtulti-to
05boooocooooooooo
the
the utmost. He delivered
at a dinner oru
matum In an addressattended
by
the civic federation,
John
persons at? the Hotel Astor., speech
In his
Mitchell also Included employers,
alLIGHTS BURNED IN EVERY
a similar warning to more temperate
though clothed in
language.
rfince I have been In New YorkI
HOUSE IN JACOB'S
this time." said Mr. a Gonipers,
dozen times
have been approached capitalists,
In
by bankers, financiers,
open conversation, in written comone
to
CREEK
munications and in whispers
effect that wages must coma down,
make
must
man
laboring
that the
up his mind to bear his share of the
.
hard times.
s
and Hundreds of Widows and
'And 1 turned to thesethemen
soil
of
whether
I asked them
our country is less fertile, the treasAioumea the Loss ,
'
ures beneath the soil less .valuable,
laboring
active,
the
men's minds less
Loved Ones.
of
1
Wherefore,
men less Industrious.
asked them, is there reason or necessity to thus attack Che American
FAINT HOPE FOR
standard of our worklngmen?
"The history of Industry demon- ENTOMBED MINERS
st rates that every such reductioncon-or-:
wages, intended to meet such
.
accen-only
dltions as now exist, ha
watted tho situtUloR.;' mail' mattersworse. When you reduce the labornight-fohunnight was a' terrible
lng man's earning capacity you dreds
women - and children and
of
' reduce
power,
and
consuming
hla
husbands,
fathers
relatives,
lost
who
thereby Intensify - what was already and brother In the- - Darr mine ex; bad
enough.
house
Not
plosion of yesterday.
Sounds Alarming.
was darkened and all night long the
strickgrief
crys
to
the
the
employers
of
say
and
moans
to the
"So I
lawyers, the manufacturers, the mine en could be head.
if The work of rescue was continued
operators to all employers that
all
all nlgTht and this morning but
they now attempt to reduce wages
easy
to
have
the
going
hope is lost for the rescue of any ofr
they are not
sailing they had a few years ago, for the entombed miner alive. A uum-beof torn and mangled and charthe American worklngman has come
to the conclusion that If for any rea- red bodies have been taken from
is
as
it
is
the debris, which block the main
son the financial situation
suggest any rea- passage but even this work was hamand I shall not
In the
son now It was not, at any rate, due pered by the presence of fire
hot air continues
to any fault on the part of theup work- mine. Smoke and opening.
their
the
made
to rush from
ing people. They have
be
A meeting of the officers of the
minds that they are not going to arcomipany last night
the chief sufferers because of an by Pittsburg Coal advisability
of sealing
discussed the
tificial panic, or of one caused
hopes of smothercharge
of
up
In
with
mine
the
sthe blunders of thosecountry."
ing the tire, but the presence of close
of the
the finances along
the same line, Mr. to 800 miners dead or alive prevent
Speaking
..;action.
'It Is not going to ! ed inowas
Mitchell said:
the case at Monangah of
As
make matters any better to reduce
a week ago, the explosion followed a
wages. Such reductions have never
Darr mine havfailed to make matters worse In- brief shutdown, the
ing been closed Tuesday and Wedstead of better."
1
11:30
o'clock when
was
nesday.
president
the
of
August Belmont,
cars nau
civic federation, whose presence was the tenth trip of toaaea tipple,
and
unexpeeied at the dinner, as it was been brought out to the .. rumbling
supposed he was in Chicago, sound- there came an awful
by
immediately
a
warnof
sound,
followed
ed a sumewhat similar note
ing when he said in his Introductory loud report and a concussion that
felt
remarks, as temporary toastmaster, shook nearby buildings and was
within a radius of a mile. At the
that the time may soon cometowhen
unmouth
to
came
the
same
time there
capital and labor will have
of
derstand each other or face a great of the mine an immense volume
smoke and dust that floated across
crisis.
A lighter tone was given to one tne xougngieogiieiijr rivci.
Intuitively every one in the vicinity
of the largest public dinners V. ever
In- - knew what had happened,
and also
I.. Vaw Vnrlr h MalvlllA
gull's introduction of Gen. Frederick started tor tne one piace, me muuiu
separates
the
D. Grant, as "a man Who knows of the mine. The river
nothing but the army," a remark mine and the homes of many of the
of
which he later elaborately explain- miners, so that only a portionwere
scene
ed. Gen. Grant spoke on t'hs army those who started for the being
scant
canteen, and although he said he able to reach it, there
would prohibit all sales of liquor If- facilities for crossing the stream. To
possible, he declared that the can- those who could not cross the water
evils and the smoke and dust pouring from the
teen is the leaser of
mine's mouth told a story of seething
ought lo be restored.
Roosevelt.
Cheers for
flames back in the working, and
Gen. Grant made the only even from this source came reiports that
Indirect reference to the president were persistent untfl late In the day
when he said that the subject had that the mine was burning.
The ventilating faJis were kept in
been suggested for the address by
interrupMr. Koosevelt. The mention of thea operation almost without
tion, the power plant having withname brought forth
president's
and
explosion,
was stood the force of the
which
of applause,
ripple
" up to mis time rescuers nave iuumu
strengtnenea as n wni
no fire at any place in the mine. As
iinally ended in a few cheers.
WAS far as known only one man
who
t. .1.1..... L'lini et llurvuril
.
.. .
t,itu.j mnrnlnir
our
n
a inriAi.
"
muni .au nrf,.l
introduced as "the first oitlxen of
emerg
pumper,
vigorous
Mapleton,
a
Joseph
a
He delivered
country."
plea for greater centralisation of ed from one of the side entries short-- i
government, ly after the explosion. He had left
power in the national
mine where most of
and especially for a national incor- the part of the working,
and was on
the men were
poration law.
In the way to the engine room oiling.
"We shall look for an Increase
"I was in entry 21." he said, "when
the powers of the federal governrumbling. I startment in all directions," he said. "It I heard an awfulentry,
buu the next
goes against our cherished fetich of ' ed toward the
Instant I was bfinded, and for a litlocal government, but we desperateanything.
ly need a revision of our views of tle time I didn't know
Local Interests Then I got to the side entry and
local representation.
have changed utterly iti tlfty years. I worked by way out"
Mapleton was somewhat cut ant
We must give up our fear of increasKvery bruised, but after going home and
ing the government's power.
today
having
his injuries dressed he returnquestion uhat U uppermost
arose half a century after the con- ed to the mine and joined the res-- I
cuers.
stitution was made.
William Kelvlngton, superintendent
The federal government Is Bytry-a
of the mine, was not In the mine
ing to get new powers. How?
explosion occurred, and he
stretching process. Some of our ex- when theorganised
rescuing parties
periments have done pretty well, quickly
men
considering our limitation, but we starting one force of twenty-fiv- e
with reliefs at shorilntervals. In the
have much further to go."
Me said mat canaaa nas a tons main entry, and a similar force at a
the
lead on us because there power la al- side entry. It Is hoped to reach
ready neutralised in the government. greater part of the victims through
trouHa
source.
lUUe
far
George W. Perkins explained the the latter
profit sharing plan of the steel trust, ble has been encountered on account
by
gas
or
of
the rescuers.
of
lack
air
$10,000,000
been
had
that
said
ile
distributed In various forms to the While the officials and the rescuers
hops
only
efficiency
have
the faintest
that any
enifdoyeee) for loyalty and
He called
In the industrial world."
carried on upon the theory
the steel trust "the highest form of Is being
' socialism.
that some may have fouod plate of
Or-phan-
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SECRETARY TAFT LANDS KILLED

SWEETHEART

AFTER AN EVENTFUL

AND THEN SHOT

WORLDJOUR

HIMSELF

SAYS

BRYAN

HE

WILL JAPANESE GOVERNMEN T

'
RUN IF

WILL SACRIFICE

GIVEN AN

inn
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Refused to Discuss President A Colorado Man Commits a Asks Pardon for Not Discuss-ln- Mikado Promises Canadian
'
Roosevelt's Latest DeclaDouble Crime at Town of
Governor Johnson.
Minister to Limit Emiration on Candidacy.
Rival for Candidacy. ; v
Olathe. Kansas.
gration. That's All.
g

.

HAS REPORT ON

t

NOTE BLAMES MOTHER
WILL SPEAK AT
ASSURANCE IS IDENTICAL
' FOR THE CRIME
WICHITA TONIGHT
WITH THAT GIVEN U. S.

f TRIP PREPARED

,'

,..A't'

Secretary, of
York, Dec.. 2
War Tsft arrived ' here today on the
steamer President Grant after , a
Journey around the world, accompanied by his wife and ton. Charles.
Taft said he was not prepared to
talk on any public questions. "I expect to have my nose clone to the
grindstone for some time to come,"
he said.
Secretary of War Taft smiled when
of President
asked his opinion
Roosevelt's newest declaration that
he will not be a candidate again for
the presidency.
"You must excuse me from making any comment,"
he continued.
"Everybody 1 already familiar with
President Roosevelt's position on 'the
subject to his rennmlnatlon. He now
merely reaffirms his position, which
he has maintained consistently since
the presidential erection of 1J04."
In reply to another question Mr.
Taft said:
"I have received no political information during my trip. So far as
I know the political situation In the
1'nlted States has not changed since
September."
He has finished a voluminlous report on the Philippines
which he
will make to congress.
All in the Taft party are well except young Charley Taft, who has
been ill and feverish, but is better.
The voyage has been rough throughout and the weather cold.

Olathe,
'llvi!
Kai., ", ilwc. 20
Rartlett, 10 years of age, and tbe
'
'
duughter of J: Bartlett, a retired
farmer, was shot and killed at her
home here last night by J. Frederick
Kastendlek, 85 years of age, a former sweetheart, who then, ' killed
himself,
'
Bothhad been married fines their
courtship, which was broken, off.
Miss Kartlett had secured a divorce
and KHStendiek had left hi wife In
Colorado to come here to renew his
attentions to Miss Bartlett.
!ln a 'note he blamed Miss Bartlett for the tragedy.
-

FIRE KXTlSCnSlIKI)

FANS IiCXNIXG.
Jacobs Creek, Pa,. Dec. 20. Of
!00 or more miners, who were made
prisoners in the Darr mine by a ter-rltexplosion yesterday, the bodies
of thirty lie In the main entry where
t'hey have been laid by the rescuers
until they can be brought to the
surface.
The faint hope that some of the
men may still be alive in the mine
has caused the rescuers to press forward to explore each passage instead
of bringing the bodies to the surface
Immediately.
The fire is now out
and the fans are working so it is believed that It will be only a matter
of a few hours when the entire mine
ran be explored, although the rescuers report the Interior of the mine
badly wrecked In places and And It
nereseary to eorUrtantly stop to rebuild bracings, which were blown out
of place.
The exact number of men in the
mine still, la uncertain, but the most
reliable estimate places the number
at 200. The cause of the explosion
Is
still
explanaNo
unknown.
tion other than that It was due to
gas has been advanced.
io

II WIRELESS

FROM
ADMIRAL EVANS

On board
Flagship
Connecticut
(Thursday noen) By wireless to San
Juan, Porto Rico The fleet at this
hour U K00 miles north m est of ths
Island of St. Thomas. The weather
is tire.
.

.......

DRUCE'S MYSTERIOUS
GRAVE WILL BE

Authorities Continue to Seek
Caldwell-T- he
Fugitive Is
Fleeing to America.
London, Dec. 20. The home office has consented to the opening of
the grave of T. C. Druce, in High-gat- e

cemetery,
and consequently
shortly after Christmas, the question
a
of whether the coffin contains
body or a roll of lead, should be
definitely answered.
The quest for Robert C. Caldwell
by the authorities
continue-- . Cald- v
Is churged with perjury.
Caldwell s disappearance
revived
interest In the case, and when the
hearing was resumed
today
the
court room was crowded.
Replying to Magistrate Plowden,
Mr. Atherley-Jone- s
said he regardeil
Caldwell's testimony as discredited
on certain points and therefore all
his evidence should be obliterated.
Without admitting that the whole
story of the mock funeral was false
Mr. Atherley-Jone- s
said Caldwell's
account of this occurrence could not
he accepted. He also intimated that
Horace Avory, counsel for the defendant, has established his contention that Caldwell and his alleged
brother are one and the same person.
In opening for the defendant Mr.
Avory denounced Caldwell as the
"most noxious perjurer who ever
has polluted ihe fountain of Justice."
He scouted the Idea that Charles
Dickens would have lent himself to
the intrigue of keeping up the delusion of the dual personality of the
Duke of Portland, and he declared
that Miss Mary Hoblnson, who testified that she knew T. C. Druce as
the Duke of Portland, is a suspicious witness, promising to prove that
part of her testimony Is false.
Mr. Avory anounced that if necessary in the interest of justice Herbert Druce will consent to the reopening of the grave of his father,
T. C. Druce.
The only witness for the ilefend- '
ant called today was a nurse named
Bailey, who testified that h held T.
('. Druce's hand when he died Dec.
tit, 18(4, that she saw the body put
In Its coffin and attended the funeral.
'Evidence given at previous trials
by two doctors,
since dead, was
read. Both had sworn that they attended T. C. Druce in his last
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the United States.
The Japanese government has determined to subsidise the Oriental
GIFT Colonisation
company to promote
20.
Dec.
Ualveston, Tex.,
The Immigration to Korea, where It Is
Christmas gift of James A. Landers estimated, there is room, for three
of Yoakum, a wealthy land owner million immigrants.
and banker, to his eight children
will be an equal division ot his estate, valued at , $2,000,000.
He has LONE HIGHWAYMAN
four daughters and four sons, all
grown.
He is now 84 years of age and acSTICKS UP TEN MEN
tively engaged In the banking business. A half century ago Landers
rented a small farm In southwest
Missouri. He how owns land tn MisSaid "TliankH" to Itrainard When lie
souri uud Texas.
Dumped $70 Into Uraln
Sack.
BLACK MAN ASSAULTS
Tres Piedras, ,N. M., Dec. 20.
(Special.) A masked man walked
into Brainard's saloon here WednesWOMANAT COLUMBUS day night and at the point of an
ugly looking
made ten
men, customers in the place, stand
up against the wall, and Bralnard
Columbus, Ohio, Dec. 10. Men on open his safe and put what money
foot, in buggies and automobiles and it contained into a grain sask and
on horseback are after an unknown saying "thanks' backed out of the
negro, who today assaulted young place Into the dark. He secured
Mrs. W. B. C. Herahey, wife of the about $70. He left not the slightest
president of the Excelsior Seat com- clue as to his Identity.
pany In the basement at her home.
Indignation Is so great that the authorities fear lynching If the posse
overtakes tbe negro.

raviNCi

-

safety, and every point of the workings will be explored at the earliest
possible moment.
The main office of the company Is
In Plttsgurg, and Immediately on re
celpt of news of the disaster the officers hurried to the mines snd are
leading and directing
the rescue
work. Among the officers on the
scene are J. M. Armstrong, manager
of the Pittsburg company; John P.
Iiyers. live stock manager;
H. O.
Randolph, assistnt to the general
manager; HenJ. Faraday, Inspector.

-

Kansas. City, Dec. ?0. William
Tuklo. Dee." 20. Negotiations BeBryan, who arrived' here 'this tween" the- Canadian minks lerlamorning on his way to Wichita, bor, Lemlux and the Japanese govtonight, when ernment will be concluded within a
where he speaks
questioned
s to the probable canfew days.
didate of Gov, Joha A. Johnson of
It is understood that Lemtux has
Minnesota, said: "i know Governor Anally
to accept Japan's asJohnson pnrsonallq, but you must surance agreed
that ahe' will undertake the
pardon me for not going into per- self Imposed
task ot limiting emisonalities. I could not discuss him gration to Canada.
Japan declined,
or anyone else as a presidential
any promise In
give
to
possibility and be quoted without however,
writing,
which
would entail any
being misunderstood.
I shall not
of treaty rights.
volunteer as a democratic presidentCanada will receive only a verbal
ial candidate, but If I am drafted
assurance Identical with that given
1 will not desert."

mim.ion
two
FOK C1UUSTSLVH

er

NINETY-THR-

EE

PASSES AWAY

WERE

Denver, Dec. 20. K. K. Hurlburt,
president of the Hurlbut Orocery
company, died last night, after a
long Illness.
He was 68 years old
Palermo, Italy, Dec. 20. The work and hud been prominently connected
grocery
business of this
the
with
of rescuing the persons wounded In
the explosion here last night of the city for fifteen years.
military powder magaslne continued
today. It Is known that ninety-thre- e
were killed and more than 100 In- ILLINOIS CENTRAL
jured.
Heveral houses that stood above
the magazine partially collapsed and
POSTPONED AGAIN
destruction was completed by the
emian
was
One of these
fire.
grants' lodging house and a number
.jddiueu, hjo.w ?im UdA ?nq e2estd
of emigrants were killed.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 80. The stockholders' meeting of the Illinois Central railroad company met here toJOHN
SERIOUSLY
day and adjourned until March t. In
accordance with an order made by
Judge Ball. Arguments involving a
ILL AT
report on the right of voting certain
shares was continued in the superior
court.
Yunikd by Pains In Hie K1U While
AtUtuliiMC
a )oiif etwee of
THE OLDEST STAGE
Mluurs ami Mine Operators.
FOUND

DEAD

HELL

Indianapolis, Dec. 20. John Mlt-- (
litll, president of the United Mine
Workers of America, was taken seriously Hi today while attending a
Joint conference of miners and coal
operators at the Claypool hotel. He
was taken to a room complaining of
pains in his side, where the recent
operations for an abscess were performed. The physician pronounced
though
not
his condition serious
necessarily critical.

DRIVER

IS
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Berlin, Dec. 20. The strain of the
frightful revelations In the
'Knights
of the Round ' Table" scandal
has
broken down everybody who has part
or vital interest in the affair.
Not only the accused and their ac
cuser, Maximilian Harden, editor
of
the Zukunft, are suffering from bodily collapse
or nervous exhaustion.
The rumor will not down that Emperor William himself, before hla
visit to Kngland, was almost overcome by the knowledge that men on
whom ho had showered honors were
deeply implicated In the disgraceful
expose and that he remained In Eng.
land to rest and refresh himself la.

.

-ltKl uit on which'
vi ioii.ii itwvi
Emperor
theiut
Insisted' Was postponed
because the defendant. Harden, was
too 111 to appear In court.
This Is
no such
case "as that
when Count Kuno Von Moltke. one
commandant of Berlin, sued Harden
for libel and was beaten. The emperor ordered that the nroieoutor
give Von Moltke, Prince Philip Zu
cuienourmg ana ins others, another
opportunity to clear their name or
to lose themselves forever. Bo the
case was called before a criminal
bench of five Judges.
Count Von Moltke,1' Prince Philip
Zu EJulenburg, formerly Osrman ambassador at Ylenna; many other tilled
witnesses and a most fashionable
audience gathered In court.
Moiike antl Culenbarar.
Count Von Moltke. aioeared shock
ingly changed. Instead of his military erecih-.es- s
his shoulders are bent
and hla head protrudes, giving the
appearance of extreme weariness. His
cheek bones are prominent, his eyes
sunken, iie sat heavily in his armchair, leaning forward, staring at the
floor aa If unwilling to meet the curious glances of the crowded courtroom.
Prince Philip Zu Eulenburg. once
the most brilliant, most powerful
person at court, is in pitiable condition. He came Into the room bent
over, taking steps six or seven Inches
long. His fine, regular features were
set like a stone mask. As it had been
expected that court would sit several
hours, tbe prince a carriage was not
waiting when ahe case was adjourned.
So Euleriburg walked to a retiring room, His steps were feeble
and mincing. He sat with hla elbows
on a table and. his head resting on
his hands while the court attendants
and the policemen stared at him.
When the carriage came, two serv
wrapped him In a fur coat and
ant
assisted him to. It.
.,
V.
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the district In which Harden 'Uvea,
stated to the court that Harden'
brother had asked him as an official
to examine Harden. Dr. Marx found
that one day recently Harden fell Insensible while sitting at his study
table; that he had violent palna in
the head and is exhausted nervously.
The Judges sent Dr. Hoffman to
examine Harden, and in the presence
ef the editor's counsel, Herr Bernstein, She physician questioned the
editor. Returning, Dr. Hoffman re
ported to the court that It was Impossible for Harden to attend.
Thereupon Herr Bernstein
asked
the court to adjourn the rrlal until

after Jan.

1.

Clutncellor Excused.
Justice Lehmann granted a request
from Prince Von liuelow, the Imperial chancellor, that he be excused
from testifying. The president also
ordered noted rhe foreign ministry's
official statement that Dr. de Clap- arede, the Swiss minister
to Ger
many, and his wife, who are wanted
as witnes.se for the defense, are outside the court's Jurisdiction.
Dr. Isenblel, Count Von Molrke'a
counsel, in a brief speech declared
that ha shall "hurry the case to conviction." Just as the court adjourned. Von Moltke arose and repudiated
Dr. George Mensbach, who has published a pamphlet In hla defense.

PASSES DIV'DEND

London, Eng., Dec. 20. The deferred dividend of the De beers Consolidated
Mines company limited,
was passed today, the company having decided lo necessary to strengthen its reserve in order to maintain
prices In the diamond trade, which,
by the financial
has been injured
stringency of the United States.
The company ordered work on the
DEAD diamond mines at Kimberly restricted to five days a week.

Des Moines, la., Dec. 20. "Billy"
Warren,, an old stage driver. Is dead
u t sir
Inm WurrAn hAcrsn rtrlv
lng a stage when he was Is years
oia ana in ista a rove a una out ui
Chicago. He drove a stage from
Davenport to Cedar Rapids In the
early nflia.

CHOP TWO
M1XUON HAI,Li SHOUT,
Washington. D. C. Dec. 20. The
census bureau today Issued a bulletin
showing that the total amount of
cotton of this year'a growth ginned
181, 077 bales,
up to Dec. 11 was
compared with 11.112,7!) during thu
year.
same period
COTTON

sf-i-
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Attorney E. V. Chaves ts In

on business.
Vra
Mrs. Morttajrue Stevens,

Ui

of London,
England, arrived In town Thursday.
Captain W. K. Dame left Thursday evening-- on a business trip to
Chicago.
Airs. Jesne Miller, of COS South
Arno street, returned last night from
a. visit in Los Angeles.
JaVa, A. A. Trimble, of JOT North
Arno street. Is seriously ill at her
home with pneumonia.
George Hoffman, of Helen, spent
Thursday In the city. Mr. Hoffman
la a well known barber of Belen.
Miss Effle Berry, of Socorro, will
stpend Christmas In Las Vegas, the
guest of Misses Mildred and Artless
Browne.
N. H. Andres, watch Inspector for
the Rio Grande division, has return- ed to bis home In San Marclal, after
pending several days here,
J. M. Murdock, of Chicago, arrived here Thursday. Mr. Murdock Is
Interested in a scheme to Irrigate the
land on the Kedillo grant.
The pupils of Mrs. FutrelTe Gldocn
will give a. matinee recital at the
studio In the Commercial club building on Saturday afternoon.
James McAlplne, father of Miss
Alice MoAlphlne, a well known local
musician, is ill at his home on North
Waller street, with bronchial trou-W- e,

ON SMALL INVESTMENTS AND WITHOUT REQUIRING
ANY PERSONAL ATTENTION.

H

f--
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Planting to Cantaloupes in the Mesilla Valley

$1 per acre per year is' the cost of water from trie- new government dam which irrigates these Cantaloupe lands.
$300 to $600 per acre per year is the net income, from these lands cultivated to Cantaloupes under the direction of Lyons &
Coggins, who also control the Imperial Valley and Rocky Ford products
$600 to $J200 an acre is the price similar lands are today selling for in the Imperial Valley arid Roclky Ford districts.
-

A chance to get in on the ground floor in the Mesilla Valley district-Titl- es
Send for excursion dates and folder.

Thursday.

Therw will be

a regular meeting of

Adah Chapter No. 5, O. E. 8., this
evening at 7:0. Installation of officers. By order of worthy matron.
(Laura Fluke, secretary.
Murray Carpenter, of Kettner, N.
SC., Is In Albuquerque
for medical
attendance. He Is a son of J. D.
Carpenter, superintendent of the American Lumber company a3 Kettner.
Miss Lillian Ellwood, who has just
returned from Europe, where she
has been studying music, has arrived
in Albuquerque to spend the winter
with her brother, R. 8. Ellwood, of
08 South Walter street.
'Wilson Mills, son of Judge and
Mrs. William J. Mills, will return to
from New
Las Vegas tomorrow
Haven, Conn., to spend the holidays
young
man
with his parents. The
ta a student at Tale university.
A telephone message from Los Lu
nas this morning announced the
birth of a girl baby to Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. Luna of that place. Mother
and child doing nicely. Mr. Luna
is county clerk of Valencia county.
I"our young men of Albuquerque.
. who now
possess temporary licenses
to practice law before the Bernalillo district court, will appear before
Santa Fe Jan-nathe supreme court In
6, and make application to be
The
granted permanent licenses.
young men are J. Benson Newell,
Baca;
Elfego
Vigil,
with
Manuel U.
. R. H. Ctsws and John Parker.
ry

A Hard Debt to Pay.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
can never be paid off." writes O. 8.
Clark, of Westfield, Iowa, for my
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death seemed
Imminent, when I commenced taking New Discovery.
The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
first bottle used, and two more bottles made a complete cure." Nothing has ever eaualed New Discovery
(or coughs, colds and alt throat ard
by
lung complaints.
Guaranteed
all druggists, too and 11.00. Trial
bottea free.
o
ITTTYLKns' HVK CANDIES. SOLD
EXCLUSIVELY BY
Ok A. MATSON A CO.

iract

"cantaiouoe
in tile Mesilla Valley
rive-cr- e

AM. MXKSmJJg fxIMIS THuJUMT FROM YfolE MFJJIP

O. H. Blmendorf, owner of the
Glmendorf
townslte at Elmendorf,
N. M., and also Mrs. H. B. Clark- -- on. ot eiirvenflorf, were in the city
v

a

r, -- T

easy.

perfect-Payme- nts
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H. H. MeCOmD,

J

Ownr

Gn.

mnd

Office-Roo- ms
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Mgr.

Cromwell bldg., opposite First National Bank

Xmas Present

Affording a life time pleasure and saves many doc
Carriage or Buggy and Harness.
tor's bills. Get an
We have them that give you satisfaction and are now offering
special terms and
prices. It will pay
you to look over
our large new
stock.
Say, we have a
good little Saddle
for. your boys and
girls." You should
see them.

lake
I

up-to-d-

"RAFFLES."
Odd In title, and fully as unique
in character and as intense in interest, Is "Raffles, the Amateur Cracks.
;
'
man."
No play In New York last season
attracted aa, much attention as this
one.
It was given at the Princess
and Savoy theaters 200 times and
was the only drama ot the year to
pass the double century mark in the
metropolis.
"Raffles" as Is generally known.
Is a fascinating study In criminology,
based upon E. V. Horn u rig's exciting
eerles of sketches published In two
volnmes under the titles of "RafAmateur Cracksfles" and "The
man."
It Is a play that strongly brings out
the old saying, that "All the world
loves a rogue!" It Is a production
that pleases, and as somebodyyousaid it
hear
tends to bring you back and
the call of the wild. It will be at
the Elks' opera house Christmas, afternoon and evening.
-

.

"BUSTER BROWN."
The salient - features of Buster
Brown are humor and melody. Of
both there is an abundance as will be
teen by those who attend the permuformance ot this record-makin- g
sical comedy when it Is presented at
the Elks' opera house December 80.

THE READ FEATHER."

.

In the DeKoven, Klein and Cook
opera, "Red Feather," which comes
to the Elks' opera house on New
of this
Year's night, the theatre-goe- rs
city will llnd that in both book and
considerably
muslo the attraction Is
superior to recent munlcal offerings.
In composing the score, Reginald De
Koven reverted to his "Robin Hood"
style, which so endeared him to the
cultured musicians of this generation
and they are competent judges, who
have been afforded the opportunity of
comparing the two, who have discovered passages in the "Red Feather," that excel in value the best efforts of the composer's first notable
achievement.
One great beauty of
the score is, that It Is not merely a
series of notes placed together in
haphasard fashion to make a song,
but is very expressive, containing
nerve and spirit, as if the writer
were inspired, and not merely a song
In
making automaton.
Charles
Klein, Mr. Ie Koven secured an able
one well fitted to turn out
a dlrnlfled liberetto. yet having a
convincing vein of humor that adds
Junt the proper mixture of sparkle
to the narrative.
Charles Emerson
Cook has displayed his dexterity as
a writer of lyrics and has supplied
Red Feather" with some verses that
are eminently suited to the brilliant
character of the music.

& CO.
J. 212KORBER
Second, Albuquerque
N.

d. k. a. sellers,
This

Me With You

am Worth 10c

Coupon is

Oood for ten cents on any purchase amounting to one dollar made
In our store from December 2nd to
December 24th inclusive. BENHAM
INDIAN TRADING COMPANY, Rail-ra- il
Ave., and First street.

Gash
Don't Throw it Away

nd bring- It to our store when you come to do
Savuih!
entltIe
0PPln,rv;. k"
ou t0
on some
Z?Utrh.C3SH!!!i
we have set aside for ourchance
customers. Our
newest goods Include
-

,
BKABBCB
RUBBIAM HAVfHKRED COfPtR
KOBI WiCKCR VABKB
MEXICAN HAND-CA- R
V BO LEATHTR
5

,

Beniiam Indian Trading Company
.

Corner Rallroad'Avenoe and

first St.

Have YOU B e en In
To See THe
(D)

S mm

Going East?

"A ROYAL SLAVE."

"In Mexico' is only on of the nu
merous wing hits lit. "A Royal Slave,"
which will be seen at the Elks' opera

Let ua plan your trip. The Santa Fe
hat four trains daily. To Chicago 42 hours on
Good!

house January 4th. .Perhaps no
better Idea of the rich, pulsing nature
of Mexican life could be had than by
hearing
those splendid melodies,
characteristic of the people and the
time, ttung by sweet voiced singers,
they carry their hearers back to the
days of Maximilian, In the land ot
sunnhlne and of flower.

Ftitrellc Futmtisze Co.
WfiST
END VIADUCT

.

California Limited

OBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBO

Pullman Sleeping Cart and
Connecting with all fast trains for.New York,
Boston and Eastern points.

OBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOB

Equipment-Observati- on

"THE BVRtiOMASTEH.H

Wm. P. Cullen's big production of
triumph.
Pixley A Luder's mimical
oe
me
wni
The Burgomaster,
strong attraction at the Elks' opera
g
Wein-bur14.
with Uus
house. February
and Ruth While us the featured
members of a large company. The
costumes are of mpeclul beauty this
season, and the production Is a hand- one.
Several Interpolations
Home
have been made.,

Diner- -

XNHTlTl'TIONAL
DEFICIENCY
Washington, Iec.
20. Oklahoma
to
wants
saddle
the extra exstill
pense of its constitutional convention
OBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBCmO
upon the federal government. Senator BOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOB
dure today introduced a Din to ap
proprlute 1150,000 to pay th
Senator Oore also Intro1 1 TTTTTTTTTTTTXIITIi K
duced a bill to give Oklahoma two pTTTT fTTTlTTTTTTTTITTTTIII
additional congressmen. He will in
to
troduce a resolution tomorrow
that
change the federal constitution
United States senators can be elected
by direct vote of the people, and also
rtock exchanges
a bill to prevent
from gambling in margins.
New Ffftnttore, Mattresses and, Coshtons Made to

T.E. PURDY, Agent

CONVENTION

Restaurant

207 West GoldAvenue

Enjoy allfthe comforts of home

150.0OO

The Horn

Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Muiic While You Eat;
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals

deti-clenc- y.

We are the people,

....

Our demands should be respected.
Give us good homes, plenty to eat and comfortable clothes.
Give us education, training and good society.
Give us eood fathers and mothers.
Give us Chamberlain's Coueh Remedy when we have
coughs, colds or whooping cough. We are entitled
to the best and should have it.
are
We
to inherit the earth.
Prepare us for. this great responsibility by giving us what
we demand, and we will become honest, industrious,
upright citizens, proud of our ancestry and loyal to
our country.
.

...i ....

CABINET MAKING
Order.

POK1TIOV OF tiKNERAL
YARIXHAMWEK ABOIJSHEP
yardmaster
Th. Doaltiun of general
has been bollihed by the
and South wesivrn, and in the future
1

fan

the terminal trainmaster will have
full charge of the movement of
freiaht through th. El Pao yards
No reason la given for this change,
but It is In line with the general re.
duction of forces that th. road has
been making since the business has
fallen off.
DeWKl's Kidney and Bladder Pills
rstiav tiirtirha. vuk kidneys, and
Sold
Inflammation of th. bladder.
by J H. O'RiUly.

.

M

.

m

A

w UPHOLSTERING

All kinds of Repairing Neatly Done.

Breakfast

-

Dinner
Supper

6 to 9
12

-

to a

5:30 to 7:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress

Furnlturo Packing

First Class Work Gtfarantcedr, n
,

ANDERSON & SCHICK
Talanhnn
rrr..i n..t.l

- - , 25c
Breakfast
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Kates by the
week or month.J
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

,,

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent

Prices,,,

WEST RAILROAD

10
,',

COMMERCL.

BASK

OF

1TUTMY,

DF5CEMBKR

-

20. 1M7.

DLSttQUESQin:

EVENING

VlTlZZlt.

rnit tbh
mtZtiMi

sjssWWstVs

COPPER PALACE

7
yr
s--

EXPOSITIDfl

-

t.r

-.---

:

5Q F

ENT

AVELB,

IS OFF

r

By buying Stoves. Ranges, Cooking Utensils. Enamel and Tinware. Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc, Jetc.,Jat

El Paso Wouldn't Raise the
Necessary Money, and

Tlhe Great Closing' Gunt Sale

Promoter. Ditto.
Kl Paso, Dec. tO. There will be
no copper palace exposition, not for
Paso, not even a copper carnival,
which name wan tabooed from the
very first as too small and ordinary
for the rreat vent that waa to be
pulled off in February. There will
be no queens to crown and no floral
parade to delight and dazzle the
eyes. There will be no military band
concert nor dazzling arrays of arenlc
aggregations to amuse the Inhabitants of the sister cities in the copper
belt and make life one round of
worry and work for El Pasoans by
keeping them busy taking In the
shekels from the visitors attracted.
All have vanished In the thin air
and the promoter will put forth his
further efforts In soma other city
that can better appreciate great ex-- -J
.
m Dillons.
"
Pasoans had no doubt of the
benefit of such an exhibition as Mr.
Johnson proposed for Kl Paso, If
there was the proper time In which
to work It up, butt with the cost attached to such a proposition and the
close date on which It was proposed
to hold the event, it was the belief
that it would not be possible to make
It the success which Kl Paso likes to
make of everything she undertakes.
The proposition was, therefore,
flattened
out and abandoned this
morning at a meeting of the directors
of the chamber of commerce, at
which the reports of the executive
and finance committees appointed to
eollclt the SI, 000 were received and
accepted.
Z, T. White, chairman of the executive committee appointed to oversee arrangements, read the report,
which contained the following items:
After a pretty thorough canvass of
the city. The committees were able to
raise SI. 460 with pledges enough to
raise that amount to $2,000 if the
exposition is given. The committee
suggested that if Mr. Johnson would
supply the remaining SI, 000, the
committee would allow him the eame
percentage of profits SO per cent
as the remainder of the subscribers,
otherwise they recommended that the
exposition be not given.
Mr. Johnson reported that he could
not supply the S 1,000, and the proposed exposition was then definitely
called oft and the money subscribed
will be returned.
The members of the committee reported that about SO per cent of the
persons seen had given, but that almost everyone thought It was a bad
time to give. In other words, the
sentiment of the citizens regarding
trie exposition was very discouraging.
It was the sentiment of the directors
that it would not be wise to fly in
the face of this sentiment.
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DEVICE

TO SIPHON

:

Tlit.

In

Said to be Startling Invention
of Alamogordo Alan..

lAcordlng to the Alamogordo News,

the device is successful and Is raising
water seventy-tw- o
feet, at no cost.
It says:

"The device Is owned and controlled by W. J. Wallace of Alamogordo, who put it In operation in
the Dennis well, and the system is
very simple and effective. The Denpipe Inserted in
nis well Is a
a bored well seventy-tw- o
feet deep,
being
12 inches in
the bored hole
diameter, thus leaving a space of
pipe
three Inches between the
and the sides of the bored hole. Mr,
Wallace attaches to the bottom of
the pipe before sinking, a surrounding Jacket material which contains
chemicals the nature and properties of
which are secret, this jacking material closing the space at the bottom
of the pipe which existed between the
pipe and the walla of the well. When
the water comes in contact with the
chemicals at the bottom of the pipe
the resultant action is an upward
force that gradually forces or lifts
the water In the pipe to the surface,
and w once the water has begun an
over-float the upper pipe outlet, a
siphon has been established and the
flow Is continuous from this time on
without any additional assistance."
The chemical action ceases almost
Immediately after the water flows
over the top of the well, as it Is only
used for the purpose of getting the
flow started.
If the reports can be
substantiated by actual tests under
working conditions,
the future of
New Mexico is assured, and the
Valley will be one continuous
garden from mountain top on the
east to mountain top on the west.
TAKE IT tS TIME
as
Scores
of Albuquerque People
Just
Have.
Waiting doesn't pay.
If you negleot the aching back.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
folio v.
Doan5s Kidney Pills relieve back
ache,
Cure every kidney ill.
Albuquerque citizens endorse them.
Mrs. J. U Curd, living at 410 South
Third street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
says: "I suffered more or less from
pains in my back tor a long time, and
myat times when I would over-exe- rt
self or take cold, I suffered severely.
kidney
to
was
due
That this trouble
disease I had no doubt; in fact, I believe it was hereditary in my case, as
rny father died with Brlght's disease.
About a year ago Doan's Kidney Pills
were brought to my attention, and
taking them for a short time I was
absolutely relieved of the pain in my
back and felt better In every way.
The merits of Doan's Kidney Pills
were so plainly demonstrated to me
that I can with pleasure and confidence recommend them to others."
Price St
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-MUbur- n
cents.
Co.. Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
No. 21
take no other.
Our shirt snd collar work Is perfect. Our MIMMVSTIO FINISH" is
the proper thing.. We lead others
follow.
IMPERIAL LACXDRV CO.
six-In- ch

Me-sil-

la
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

WATER GLASSES
SHOULD 8E
COVERED
The EI Paso

Southwestern

&

Adorts Screen

Plan-Br- ass

Is Sometimes Used.
(Because
& Southso well known in

El Paso, Texas, Dec. 20.
Harry Loeven, the- El Paso
-

western engineer,
this city, bad his face badly cut and
narrowly escaped the loss of one eye
when the water guage on his engine
exploded a short time ago, T. Pax-to- n,
superintendent of motive power
of the road, with headquarters in El
Paso, has adopted a protective guard,
the suggestion of a Douglas man
which will be put over all the water
glasses on the company's engines as
soon as possible.
The breaking of one of the glass
guages-lsaid to be a very frequent
accident on every locomotive, and
while it is seldom that an engineer
or fireman is injured,-i- t
is realised
that very serious results may come,
and most engines over the country
are equipped with guards.
Paxlon of
When Superintendent
the E. P. & 8. W. motive power called for suggestions from the men as
to the best means
of guarding
against pieces of flying glass, there
were a number of suggestions turned In, but It was a plan of a Douglas man that was adopted.
A wire screen guard, submitted by
of the
Master Mechanto Snyder
Douglas yards, has been adopted by
the company, and will be put on all
engines. Mr. Snyder does not claim
to be the inventor. Me said that while
with the Santa Fe road several years
ago he had) occasion to get up a
guard and found one design that
rmiM Ha mjulA vnrv rViAnnlv.
Hs
didn't have it patented, but simply
sent the design to the head office in
Topeka. He says he did not hear
anything more from it but noticed
that before he left a great many of
the engines were equipped with It.
This is the design which won the ap"
proval of Mr. Paxton.
Another practical scheme is said
to have been suggested by W. D.
Oeorgeson, the Douglas electrician.
His plan consisted of a brass frame,
one side of which held a three-eigh- ts
inch piece of plate glass
through which the water in the tube
can be seen. This scheme is also
said to have met with approval in
considering the various suggestions.
(Albuquerque and San Bernardino,
take notice. La Junta has moved up
from fifth to second place in the output of the locomotive department
during the month of November in
heavy and general
repairs. ' which
consisted of It generals and eight
heavies, a total of H engines, this
not including S3 lights gotten out on
the side. Also the total locomotive
payroll has decreased over previous
months on account of going on nine
hours. Perhaps this will Interest Topeka also.
STICK NEY SAYS I IK
a

WATER FROM WELL

r

CHRISTMAS CAKES AND AWi.

1

VIIiIj

NOT

RETIRE.

New York, Dec. 10. President A.
H. Stlekney
of the Chicago-GreWestern railroad denies that he has
any intention of retiring from his
office, as was stated in dispatches
from the west. He said the idea
at

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

had never even occurred to him, and
far as he knew there was no criticism of his administration among
directors or stockholders.
The traveling public will be Interested to know that the Pullman Car
company is next to have the attention of the Interstate commission
through Franklin K. Lane, one of its
members, with a view to determining the right of the company to provide upper berths and whether Its
charges are just and reasonable.
Inspector
George
Government
Klrchner spent Wednesday In El
a so to inspect the safety appliances
on the G. H. and the Southwesteii
and found everything In good shape.
He will spend Christmas In Albuquerque.

Children Like
Kltstj

u4

BUsisf

Kill-S-

3. H. O'RIELLY

un

CO.

X
r,

Gross Kelly & Go
(Incorporated)

Wholesale

of ye olden time have always been

We
celebrated in song and story.
furnish the Xmas cakes and pies
for your Chrlstmns cheer, and you
can cat snd make merry to your
heart's content on our delicious, ornamental loat and large cakes, as
well as rich and toothsome mince
Vincent Holcomb, train baggage- and pumpkin pies, pound and fruit
man between here and La Junta on cakes. ""Special cakes ornamented for
trains Noj. 2 and 7, Is on the sick the occasion can be ordered at any
list.
time.
'llslill

Grocers

:,:!,

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

Pioneer Bakery,

WOMAN DIES Or

St

207 South First

DIET OF NEEDLES

Attempt at Suicide Made a Year Ago West
finally lnds in Death.

FF

CORRwest

rueoiii
rl
TAXIDERMIST

Gold

New York, Deo. 20. Word went
to half a hundred famous medical
scientists and surgeons today whe
are deeply interested in the strange
and battling case of Mrs. Mollie Desmond, a dressmaker, 28 years old,
who the woman is dying in Fordham
nospitai.
cne swallowed 144 needles a year
ago in an attempt at suicide.
'Mr a Desmond's husband left their
home, and in her desperation
she
swallowed the contents of what Is
known as a combination needlebook.
The needles varied in length from
nail an inch to large darning needles.
Through most of the year the
woman has suffered from the effects
of her act and has undergone no less
than 24 operations for the removal
of the needles from her body.
Bhe was operated upon in Bellevue
and in Fordham hospital repeatedly
and the needles, particularly those
which appeared at the surface, were
removed with a large magnet.
In
her limbs, hands, feet and other por
lions of her body the needles showed at tha surface. '
Only about 12 of the needles.' ac
cording to the sugeons, are not ac
counted lor.
Xiast week Mrs. Desmond began to
feel very severe pains about vhe re
gion of the heart and on Saturday
am sne waa operated upon again in
Fordham hospital. No needles were
removed, but Mrs. Desmond felt bet
ter and it waa thought she would
recover.
Late on Monday night, however.
she was seised with a violent fit of
coughing and her wounds were reopened to such a degree that before
her condition was discovered she had
been weakened to an extreme degree by hemorrhages.
Since then she has steadily failed
and today it was said her condition.
was so critical that she might die
before night
Mra Desmond's case has attracted
physicians and scientists who have
marveled at the wonderfully tenacious hold upon life she possessed.
A Reliable Remedy fop Croup.
With the dryt cold weather of the
early winter months, parents of crou-p- y
children should be on the alert
for- ominous symtoms.
There is no
cause for anxiety, however, when
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy la kept
in the home.
If this medicine Is
given as soon as child becomes
hoarse or even after the croupy
cough has appeared, the attack may
be warded off. Mrs. 8. Roslnthal, of
Turner, Michigan, says: "We have
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
for ourselves and children for several
years and like it very much. I think
It is the only remedy for croup and
can highly recommend It." For Hale
by all druggists.
WB IIAVK THH
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TOYS! TOYS J

TOYSl

at cut prices. We will make such low
prices on toys as not to carry over a
single one.
60
lOo iron Toys now'
15c Musical Toys, now
...lOo
Teddy Uear Rockers now
85c
Kx press Wagons $1. to
$3.0
i S5e
Cups and Saucers, So to
Toy Dinner Bets, 16o i
42.00
1 5c
Animals, 6c to
60c
Tin Toys, 6c to
Automobiles, 15o to
$10.60
Toy Kitchens lOo to
26c
Big lot of nice tree ornaments.
Candles, box
.10c
15c R
Pure candy, 10c to
Fresh nuts and grapes at the

1
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COAL

Albuquerque

AMERICAN BLOCK.

ANTHRACITE

mmmmlrm mm MtiHmg mm

Furnace,

Faywood
Hot Springs,

wood

$13.60
Rurdy, Agmnt

The St. Elmo
n

Arratu

Finest WMsWes
II

Wlnfif.Rranrllit Ftf.
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imini

AMPLM A NO
CHUB mOOMB

Nut

NATTVK KLNDLLNQ

iy 00 D
II.

TELEPHONE

mm

Foundry east aid. of railroad track.

FOR CASH ONLY.

Machine Works

trttsmtti

Albuquerque.

N. M.

. PA TTERQON

IV.

Sll-tl- S

mmmmtmmry m

Lrlvorv
and Boarding Stablea
Wess SO rer Arcane.
Tetonhon
AXdCgUKIKJCK. NEW MEXICO.
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New Home

Sewing Machine
All kinds of Household
Goods at reduced prices

Borradaile Co.
117 GOLD AVK.

Tickets on sale daily.
Return limit 30 days.
T. B.

Mixed.

CLEAN GAS POKE.
SMITHING OOAIi.

N.M.
The pleasure and health
resort of the Southwest.
The new hotel, "The
Faywood,"' offers every
comfort the invalid or pleasure seeker could desire.
The water from these
springs has a temperature
of 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
Ideal place for those troubled with rheumatism.
Rate Albuquerque to Fay-

Foundry and

Jr. . MALL. Prmetmtmr
Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumbar Cars: Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Bulldlnga

LUMP

CEIUtXLiDOS

A Good

I 2 0 West Railroad

(Incorporated)

121 North Smomnd

a

u4 fail

Gross Kelly & Co.

CASH BUYERS' UNION
'

MVK

fnernn t rim'i'i

Albuquerque and Las
'Vegas'

lairds a Specialty

OK FA'CY BOX CANDIES IN THE
CITY.
A. M ATSOV A CO.

It

K1CKEYS Try

Terms
Cash

;

oooKwoaooocwoooc

Isfltf

X

i

55

so

lilntment.
When you need a good reliable
try
liniment
Chamberlain's
Pain
Balm. It has no superior for sprains
and swellings. A piece of flannel
"lightened
dampened
with
Pain
Balm is superior to a plaster for
Relieves Colds by working them out lame
back or pains in the side or
of the system through a copious and chest. It also relieves rheumatic
pains and makes sleep and rest poshealthy action of the bowels.
sible.
For sale by all druggists.
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
-- AM pleasant to the taste
as Maple Soger"
a
Far BACKACHEWEAK

of

t?1

WHITNEY COMPAY'S
RETAIL DEPARTMENT
1115 SOUTH FIRST SHEET

Terms

n

ESTABLISHED

B, PUTNEY

1178.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Unusual Gifts
100 engraved calling

cards with
copper plate
Il.t
Tiptop, or pen and pencil self
Inking nam. stamp (or marking linen
IS and 50c
$1 up
Loose leaf pocket memos
Special blotter holders for the desk
mad. to order.

Goli Stamping
On

The telephone make, the
duties lighter, thi cares less
and th. worries fewer.

telephon. preserves
The
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.

leather and cloth goods ISc

per line; each, addftlonal

line lOo.

II. binder
8. LITHGOW
Itubbes
Maker
Ilook

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Phot..

A
34.

Rtauup

SIS Wo

OoU.

TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

a

4TJJXTQUERQTJB

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

EVENTNO

prompt and hparty In responding to the Invitation
h4 we should
t.tuled by Governor Curry end Trosldent Hopewell. (New Mexico Is doing
much for iu right now.. New Mexico people have beoij active (n Washington

Icto,

--

V

China ware, Rugs,Draper- ies and Furniture

thin fall advancing the' Wo Orande reclamation work, end next month 100
New Mexico statehood booMors, who will be In Washington, will be ready
at all time to render any eld in their power for advancing the Irrigation

of the El Paso valley. Thle city canot afford to withhold her sup
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico. Interests
port from the Albuquerque event, or to offer to participate In anytning less

than a generous,

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

EDITOR

SCBSCIUPTIOX RATES
$5.00

One vrwr hv mall In advance

One month by mall
Oae month by carrier within city limit
Entered a
iMler

matter at tlie fofltufnee of Albuquerque, X.

Mtvond-clA-

Act of Congm

M

of March S, 187t.

ad

Ttso onlv llluHtratrd dally ncwunaner In New Mexico and the bee
vertising: medium of the Southwest.

TBS

ALB CQ UKRQ UK CITIZEN IS:
The lending ltepubllran dally and weekly newspaper of tlte Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and tlie "Square Deal."

Christmas

effective way.

whole-hearte-

In fine, substantial

al-

ways pleasing and always welcome.
Prom our elegant stock you can select any piece or pieces needful for
any part of the house, whether an
entire suit or any one piece. We
carry none but furniture of the best
and most superior make, and we
guarantee every bit of it.

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?
There are abouf as many conceptions as to what constitutes a '"good
time" as there are individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people una wnai mey
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at l'ecos, XNew Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or arive, aoga.
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal, xne nnesi nui.iing una nsnmi in
Tou enn live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come ana
the territory.
go as you please.
You'll find plenty of company there, agreeable ana refined, ir you are
Conditions ueai ior re
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
cuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
Tou CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK. AMI
WAT TOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars, or address The
Valley Ranch.

F. H. STRONG

"'jsieBaisr'.

nSTRONC; BLOCK

i

Not Going Out of Business

ft

We Meet All Competition!!

CTTTZKN HAS:
The finest eqnlpped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Pros and Auxiliary News Service.

TDK AliBCQlTEHQt'F

All Stoves and Ranges

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
--

Favors

furniture are

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

.25

No oil xt food deteriorates so
rnpidly as tlie Oyster, Its habitat Is
the ocean. It rcqulies coolness and
absolute freedom from exposure to
the air hi order to retain Its del lent e
flavor and Its wholesomencss. SEAL
SHUT OYSTERS are brought direct to us from the choicest beds of
America. Tliey are shucked Into
liorcclain rases, scaled and packed in
Ice, wliiclt never comes in contact
with tlie oysters. The use of tlie
is the secret of
BcalMiilpt carrier
their superiority.

a misfit

Discount2

Thanksgiv ing Sale Cutlery?
B00 Our KImgmnt Lino of

:

Ever since we were
The square peg In the round hole Is an old figure.
- 9c Toint
6 inch Stove pipe - we have heard of It. instancing plumbers who nhould have been
preachers.
Mock brokers and doctors who should have been politicians and
6 inch Stove pipe elbows - - ,8c Joint
'
who should have been drug clerks.
It is an old and familiar way of fayAND
.
ing that a man doesn't fit.
But almost always we apply this figure only to professions and callings
nd we have It Illustrated by he story of how they wanted to make a physi
See Cur Prices Before Buying
cian of AgasMx, and of how so many of the world's great men were great
or
away
profession
from some
men onlv because thev succeeded in getting
upon purchasing
calling which did not suit them.
Suppose we go beyond professions and callings?
Don't you know men and women who are not only teachers, perhaps.
when they should be students, but who are lonely when they ought to be
companionable, who are sour when they ought to be smiling, who are old
maids and old bachelors when they ought to be husbands and wives? Don't
you know men and women who are miserable when they ought to be hap
They are the worst misfits of all.
py?
A man who would make a good carpenter may be making a very poor
S.VTC'RIXWS Sl'ECTVL SAIJ.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
lawyer, but of how little importance that is compared with, the man who 8
a Reliable
Cranberries, per qt
10c Consult
Dentist
It
is only "one of the boys" Instead of being the father of his own boys!
2 dz fresh Kansas eggs
65c
Alvarado.
as
an
waste
good
nurse
life
her
is a pity to see a woman who would make a
4
lbs
soda
25c
crackers
H.
C.
Denver;
W. H. Shed.
IncomDetent stenoeraDher. but what Is that compared with the good mother
Pop corn, per pkg
f;
6c Full Set of Teeth
Mrs. H. H. Clarkson,
per pkg
10c Gold nillng ...,..$1.50 op
who was spoiled in the making of a tolerable hand at bridge?
A. C. McMelevaln, St. Louis; Sago,
"
3
two
THE
CALL
LAST
tomatoes
25c
Lcls,
tragedies!
E.
P.
These are the real
S. M. Suttom, La Junta;
'
$6
8c Gold Crowns
They tfere put here for
Chicago; E. J. Carlln. Roswell; G. Chow chow, per bottle
They are all square men and square women.
Painless
Extracting
50c
Cereal,
Postum
pkg
20c
Austlm,
A.
E.
Louis;
A.
Ruddy,
In
St.
only
life
what
things,
mistaken
had
they
have
Una things and big
but
25e
Chicago; Large pkg of oat flakes
Ia Junta; J. M. Mordock,
waiting for them.
They have slipped Into the first place they could find.
26c
iBefore you finish up your ChristSt. Louis; 3 glasses of Jelly
Selert,
J.
R.
H.
iStevens.
fill.
to
were
they
place
intended
was
the
without ever thinking whether it
cans of sardines
25c ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
mas purchasing, don't neglect to see Marv Long. Chihuahua, Mex-.F. E. 3
was
they
the
fill
society;
to
New
There
was
have tried
that.
Mexico apples lb
fashionable
Ther
6c
"Hawley on the Oorner." You'll find Hyde. Putnam; T. S. Fountain. New
35c
There was the existence that wor
Phoenix sweet oranges for holiday him right there with the goods and York; Maude E. Steels, Beatrice Green and holly wreaths
elfish life, they have tried to fill that
They trade at the Richelieu Grocery.
the prices. As we have said before, Steele. No. Liberty, Ind.; S. Luna, A big variety of candles lb.... 20c
shipped only the god of a good time; they have tried' to fill that.
TUB MAZE.
They loved money Instead
Chas. Hanna, of San Marcial, Is there is nothing that would make a Los Lunas; A. E. Powell. Denver;
sneered at the poor instead of helping them.
Win KIEKE. Proprietor.
better gift than an Eastman kodak. F. M. Hlsr.ee, I.a Junta: Mrs. N. L.e,
All the time registered at the Cralge hotel.
They cared for show Instead of genuineness.
of morality.
Brooks-villStrong. Ml
is a little out .of the
Vera Strong,
California Naval Oranges at the It
they were choosing the Imitation Instead of the real.
DeWitt's little Early Risers are
line, ' and would, i be appreciated by
Ph.; C. Smith, Butte, Mont.
Richelieu Grocery.
And there isn't any happiness in that.
the best pills made. Sold by J. H.
any
one
taate.
of
Every
Klips.
more
Kream
Some
Will
peg
in
square
hole!
never
will
round
it?
fit
O'Rlelly.
the
M iirssc.
The
,
don't target- that we ar dosbody likes them. Richelieu Grocery. ingAlso
J. Collins. Santa Fe; A. Tt. Lacy,
toys, for. keeps,
out our Une-o- f
Warner,
F.
B. C. Martin, of Rincon, N. M., and in order to do so, will sell for Pvrncuse. New. York:
GIFT BOOKS. ALL THE LATEST.
DRS. OOPP and PETTIT.
is in Albuquerque today on business. what we can get. (Largest and handHaiti' .'reek. Mich.; V. Bayard,
O. A. MATSOX & CO.
J.
Nestaal,
S.
FU.gKaff:
Los
Luna:
ROOM 12, N. T. AAMIJO BLDG.
Right along
Leave yur orders for a corn fed somest line ; In '.ifcwn.
H.Cleveland:
wife.
J.
and
Randall
goes
candy for the stockwith toys
They have Just published Christmas turkey with the Richelieu ings.
lit Is not always pleasant to wear a crown.
G. T. Gibbany, rxxicioooocxxxioooooocxooooooo
We've got it from ten cents a (i. Klock. Kstancla:
i
i .
'
a volume of Queen Victoria's letters. As aueens reigns go, hers was a Grocery.
pound
up,
find It cheaper, Cerrlllos; C. F.. Spadun., Bernalillo;.
y(lH
and
your
you
buy
to
come'
When
J..
by
Fe;
Brown,
'be
B.
you
Santa
will
you
letters,
Haskett.
struck
singularly tranquil one; but If
read these
quality for Quality, than moat dealChristmas dinner, don't forget that
Gallup; Mrs. A. Bland. Memphis: A.
"THE BEST ALWAYS"
.
ers ak.
at w
v
what she wrote, when yet a young girl, about her coronation.
Uiohelieu" stands for quality. '
you have' a friend ho Is a read- Eias, .Isleta;. J, Hunlng, Los Lunas.
"The Crown," she wrote, "hurt me a good deal..
Mars, er,If try
U. I.. Sanches
Jeens
and
him on one of our fine new
'And it hurt her a great deal more before she folded her hands at the prominent sheep raisers of Los Lu- '.'
Craig."
s
copyright books.
Half a' thousand
...
,
,
.
' were In Albuquerque
last.
nas,
L. L. Boyle., Chicago; W. H. Saw-hil- l.
yesterday
V.
they
just
in
will
be
for
.and
'sohl
'
:
Santa
always
Fe;
G. A. O.affer, W. F.
on business.
Crowns
hurt.
just sixty cents while' they last. Or
wife, R. Dodds. Alice LivlA. crown Is not only a sign of glory, but It Is also a badge of respon
E. J. Carlan, who is selling lots give him a box of our Christmas Starr andChicago;
D. Goroan,
E.
ingston,
In addition to the town of Clovls, on stationery.
sibility.
You
.
It's mighty nice.
San
Kansas City; Chas. Hanna.
Hoping to sea, ' you before Christ- Marcial:
The president of this nation wears the crown of the people's favor; but the Santa Fe cutoff, is registered at
AnLos
Mrs.
E.Klvebad.
the Alvarado.
mas, we remain.
i.
Our money-kinwhen he accepted it, he assumed a heavy obligation.
geles; J. Kemp, Alameda.
Just What You Order
Very trulv yours.
Do you understand German? Come
wear crowns of gold, even though they do not always recognise what these
HOLIDAY
'
SundayI1AWLKY ON THE CORNER.
church
the . Lutheran
Central.
When a man Is crowned with the ability to to
crowns impose upon them.
Grand
at J:30. Dr. E. Moser will
0MMite INwttoffioe.
Lowry and wife, SilT.
R.
soeak well or write convincingly, he Is responsible Immediately .for all the evening
Promptly, Carefully
Igve a lecture on "Aetbetlo Educaver Cltv; R. J. Harblnson. Tucson;
,
'
the bad he did.
rood he might have done as well
To all points in New Mextion."
Admission
free.
TO
TOO
LATE
Veeas; T. K.
CLASSIFY.
Las
H.
E.
Anderson.
wear
people
them
always
crowns
If
will
when
times
be
Delivered
hurt.
There
Bayard, Las Vegap; W E. McMann.
.Mrs. W. V. Wilson, of 418 West
ico and Colorada, also El
worthily.
....
rooms for SDarks. 111.: W. E. Swartx, Van West
Hazeldlne avenue, expects to leave FOR RENT 'Furnished
Vegas.
And you have your crown.
light
housekeeping.
Apply 401 Ohio; W. H. Logan, Las
this evening for Alamosa, Colo.,
From a Stock That Is
Paso, Texas.
It may where she will spend the holidays
South Edith street.
lit may not be much of a crown from the world's standpoint.
KODOL Is offered on a guaranteed
LOST In ' vicinity of "Fifth
be just the crown of taking care of an old mother; It may be a child whom with a Bister.
street
burn,
Always Fresh
Rate one and one-thir- d
fare
and Central avenue, lady's gold plan for the relief cf heart
jrou are bringing up; it may be an Invalid wife; It may be a trust Imposed
Mrs. William Berry, the actress.
flatulence, sour stomach, belching of
watch. Return to this office.
friend whom you can help. ami her mother, Mrs. J. Bolenger,
' in business; it may be a weak and
trounausea,
stomach
gas,
of
Date
sale
for
all
round
and
trip.
formerly of fhis city but now of the FOR SALE A. few bargains In good bles.
Whatever Is right for you to do, that Is your crown.
digests what you eat. It will
property cheap if taken
within mske Ityou
Hawaii Islands, are in the city vis
iBut don't forget, even If the crown does hurt, It Is still a crown.
healthy. Sold by J. H.
the next few days. One of the best O'Rlelly.
Kate
lAnd the end of it all Is man, woman, child, take your crown, with nil iting atonthe home of Miss
Dec 23, 24, 25, 30, 31,
corners
huslness
in
some
city;
avenue.
Ktsher
the
Lead
too, and be glad that
Its pain and all Its obligation and all its
choice business lots; a nine room,
sign
Cauliflower, fresh tomatoes and
white
and
black
the
for
Look
you can wear It.
'07, and Jan. 1, '08
frame dwelling, modern, at 21 6 H South Second street, the
head lettuce frea .hat the Richelieu
close in; two 4 room cottages with place
Grocery Co.
overcoats
your
get
suits
and
to
bath and electric lights $2600 for at
Final Return Limit Jan.
their value.
Divine services ut Temple Albert,
both; three
lots on , East
will commence this evening at 7:45
tTfie
Central avenue $200 for all three,
FOUNTAIN
o'clock. Dr. Chapman's sermon will
6, '08
IDF.AL
A. WATERMAN
and many more like them.
PENS,
503 W. Central : 'Phone 238
Physicians recommend walking as the best
exercise known be on "Deeds, Not Words." EveryFleischer, real estate and Insurbody
&
CO.
ATSO.V
is
most
O.welcome
whenever
the
M
A.
temyou
you
place,'
Why?
'In the first
when
walk
raise the
to them.
ance,
212
H
street.
South
Second
T.
Purdy,
Agent
E.
doors of the temple are open for
perature oi your body.
It is like stuffing more ooal in the furnace and public
worship.
KODAKS FOR CHRISTMAS,
Fresh oysters uaily at the Cham- UUOOOLXJOUUUOUtXJUtKJUOoCXXJUU
Everything
opening the draught.
There's something doing In your body.
pion Grocery.
O. A. MATSON & CO.
Wilbur Starr, the baritone, sang to
gets Into working order.
(Tour muscle and nerves ere getting up by per
large
In
audience
the First Con
piratlorv and more waste is being carried off.
gregational church last night. He was
And that puts more oxygen In your enthusiastically
Then you breathe more deeply.
applauded
and re
0s3O4O404K5404K540040
blood, and oxygen Is more necessary to you than your meals.
sponded to several encores. He was
per
up
your
pores
by
are
opened
accompanied
by
a violinist and cellist
skin.
The millions of
And there s
whose work was highly appreciated.
apiration and more waite Is being carried off.
Walking helps that process. . And it puts an
It doesn't come any better than
And your digestion.
edge on your appetite.
And appetite is one of the things necessary to good you get it at the Richelieu Grocery.
e
Judge Daniel H. McMUIen went to
digestion.
But that is not all.
1882
109 N. FIRST-ESTABLIS- HED
The doctors will tell you about your diaphragm. , The diaphragm Is Santa Fe today after a visit of two
days.
metropolis
In
territorial
the
stage
Is
or
the
and
abdomen.
floor
raised
between
of
chest
It
the
a sort
McMlllen recently moved to
When the lungs Judge
lowered by the contraction or the swelling of the lung.
Denver, having
Las Cruces from
are deeply filled the diaphragm goes down and presses upon the liver, found
the
altitude of the Colorado
And this city too high for him.
lit la like a massage on those organs,
stomach and spleen.
massage helps to keep them in good order especially the liver.
The man
Frank Collins, aged 38, of Need- who regularly practices walking will never have liver trouble.
Ies, Calif., died at the Santa
Fe
coast lines hoxpliul yesterday noon.
These are some of the benefits derived from walking.
Nothing Is here said about the mental benefits, the exhilaration that He is survived, by a wife and child'
omes from being In the open air, the joy that comes from knowing that who are at Needles. Friends will arrive frni California tomorrow night
one's organism Is In good working order.
accompany
to
the
remains
The Creator did not intend that you should ride In a street car or other and
Needles, where the funeral will be
conveyance to the exclusion of your two good legs.
held.
NX
A fine Carving
set, a beautiful
chafing dish, a five o'clock tea ket
tle, or a nickle plated tea or coffee
pot,
would make an acceptable
Christmas
Tne Whitney Co.,
Preparations are under way in New York harbor to give our famous 113 South present.
street, are cloning
Navajo Pi'low Tops, Natural Wool, $I.2S and I. jo
statue of Liberty a good scrubbing. Inside and out she is to be thoroughly these goods First
out regardless of cost.
cleaned, painted and varnit-hedand the architects on the job say that when It will pay you to call and see them.
sizes at r.oo.
That All Our Fine
' they have finished with her she will be the fairest lady in the land.
Navajo Pillow Tops, Germantown Wool, 2. so and
Ed.
Mrashal
Newcomer
Black, grimy and weatherbeaten by the storms und winds of a quarter leftIeputy
night for El Paso, where he
3.O0 sizes at 2.00.
of a century, she Is not the pretty lady that 1m. Bella France gave us. She will last
take charge of a party of twenty-fhas become a tritle shaky, too, and it will be found necessary to remove ive
Chinese caught by New Mex
Navajo Looms, 1.00 size, at 60c.
some of the rotten parts and Insert firmer ones.
ico immigration Inspectors who are
The Chinese
That our famous (Statue of Liberty needs to be renovated and repaired awaiting deportation.
Indian Moccasins, 1.50 goods at 1.00.
means something.
It reflects with not an unkindly insinuation on the lib were caught in Las Cruces. Demlng
Alamogordo.
will
Indian Moccasins, 1.25 goods at 65c.
and
Newcomer
erty, of which that great iron woman Is a symbol, given us by the Liberty
represent unredeemed pledges, and have
leave tomorrow morning with the
buys of 1 77.
Navajo Blankets at 20 per cent discount from reguon
Francisco,
Chinese
for
San
where
been secured at low prices, consequently we
What about the liberty that George Washlgton and his countrymen December 24 they will sail on the
lar prices.
Hits It withstood the ravages of time better than liartholdl's Siberia for Hong Kong. China,
save us?
in position to sell them to you at a disare
Is it as firm and
Does our liberty need renovating?
iron woman?
Inwedding
of from 25 to 50 per cent on the usual
A
Important
social
count
of
atrong and beautiful as It was a hundred years ago?
terest in Santa Fe, took place Wedou
Figuret-Yjeweler's
price, and we will do
Call and
will
Plain
All
in
Goods
Marked
nesday evening at
o'clock, when
Seeretury t.ortelyou says: "if In me future I snail decide to be a can- MIbs Evelyn Bell Dougherty, of that
of
convinced
of
truth
what
the
be
we say.
Us
Money
Trading
with
by
Save
Kroin which city, and Charles Leonard Castle, of
dldate for any office I shall be prepared to say so frankly."
Mountalnair, were united In marIt appears that Mr. Cortelyou's recent experience has not been without bene riage.
The wedding took place In
ficial results.
the First Preebyterian church and
was solemnised in the presence of
REMEMBER THE PLACE
The Populist National Convention will be held April a, Why 4o pop. an audience which completely filled
!
,
, ..
The Man You Can Trust
!
the spacious auditorium.
After the
ft.
.'
ullst delegates wait until the next day?
ceremony an Informal reception was
118 Central Avenue
Albuquerque, N. M.
at the bride's home, after which
"Buffalo Bill" Cody Is having more tlirllls than' he ,d!j.i peaduo held
Mr. and Mm. Castle left for. Mounstage cop.cli days.
they
talnair, where
will reside.

children

Holiday Cutlery

Carvers

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

1

Elm-endo-

............

rf.

Elm-endor-

$8

....

ABOUT TOWN
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TRADE
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Where

Get
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RATES

.

as-al- l
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T. N, LINVILLE,

snl.-ndor-

--

Benefit of Waffting

BO-- ft

Grocer

one-four- th

The Bennett Curio Co.

.

i

Indian Store

iSsS -I- ndian

Store

'

When You Begin
Christmas
Buying

We have a lot of Bargains in Holiday

Renovating

i6ertg

Coods, in addition to our regular line of
Indian and Mexican
ares, which we
have always sold at bottom prices.

,

REMEMBER

Diamonds and lliel) Grade Jewelry

it

L. G.

North 1st, Just Above Central Ave.

Rosenfield

1

MUUQmSRQlTE

FRIDAY. DHKMtlKn 20. 10T.

11

04

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes

X. B.: Our Prescription

Pluirmaclxts.

J.
Th

NONE BITTER

r

Iepartment always

In

Buyers

212 E. Central, Phone 597

charge of registered

New Things

Unredeemed Pledges
Almost

.

any

of Jewelry

Style

nay wish,

you

with

Brighten up the home
for the holidays and give
it a more cheerful appearance. We have a
large stock of Tabour-ette- s,
pedestals, children's
chairs, rockers, tables, parlor tables, card tables, piano
benches, book cases, rockers, couches, davenports,
music cabinets, desks, cheval glasses, pictures,. sewuig
tables and baskets.

'

or without

DIAMONDS

Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angeles

STABBING

--

FOR

MATCH

CLOSED

BIUWH'HKS,

PTCDS. SCARF PINS,
FORK, WATCH CILMNS.
NECK CHAINS AND

IOCKETS, (TIP BITTONS,
IN LARGE VARIETY.,
OTHER JEWELRY
WE GET THESE GOODS OV LOANS, AT LESS
THAN THEIU REAL VALVE. AND YOU GET TilK
BENEFIT BY BUYING OE US.

CHRISTMAS

Come early, Select your Xmas Purchases and we will
lay the goods away for you till wanted

ARRESTED

I

BOXKS,

.

noocxxxxxxxxxxxxoxooooocxi Sheriff Lucero Made Capture Vacation to Last Two Weeks.
'After Long Chase Into
Teachers Are Going lo
The
v
Arizona., v
Santa Fe. ,,,, , ,
MOST POPULAR

DINING ROOM

Deputy' Sheriff Felljie Lucero of
Dona Ana couniy having in custody
of Nicolas, a native known in AlIN THE CITY.
buquerque and wanted for a stabbing
ait ray in Mesilla, whom he. trailed
three weeks before capturing, arrived
in Las Cruces this morning.
for stabbing
Nicolas 1a wanted
Pedro Kalsldo at a dance in Mesilla
three weeks ago. He laid open his
right lung and the man is not expected to live. Nicolas disappeared
immediately after the dance.
Deputy Sheriff Lucero trailed him
tXXXXXXOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXIOCX)
to Isleta, Texas. He went back to
Las Cruces for his horse and got
on Nicolas' trail at Lanark folback
HENRY'S
lowing him to Lordsburg. There he
learned that Nicolas had sold his
Cleaning and Pressing
horse and saddle for $15 and had
gone by train to Wilcox, Arts.
Works
Lucero followed him, to Wilcox
and took the train from there to
v
The most
Ulobe, passing his man at Soloroon-Vlll- e.
He returned to Solomonvllla
cleaning . . and ' pressing
and followed him to Hachita, N. M.,
where he got word from the Ariiona
parlors in the city.
rangers that Nicolas was headed for
' '
j. A.' Gardner, Prop,
Patagonia, Arts.
He followed his man to Patagonia
109-- 1 1 West Silver Ave.
and tihere arrested hln without difficulty.
Jviicolas Is alleged to have killed a
policeman in Juarez, Mex., several
years ago, but successfully evaded
the officers and escaped to Arizona
where he was arrested for larceny
and served two years in the peniten,
tiary at Yuma.
The sheriff of El Paso and the
were
police
at Juarez
at the
chief of
penitenuiary when Nicolas was released and the El Paso sheriff arrested him and escorted him to the
banks of the Rio Grande at ' El Paso
where he turned him over to the
by
Juarez chief of police.
Nicolas was sentenced to twenty
Meal.
years in the penioentiary at Chihuahua, Mex., for the murder of the poHe served four
liceman at Juarez.
years of his sentence and then escaped.
Texas authorities are now
HO Esut Coal Avme
i
after him for a murder he is alleged to have committed In Austin.
"Lauro Alvlllar.il understand, gavs
Nicolas a horse and saddle on the
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
night of Che stabbing affray at Mesilla," said B. C. Martin, of RIncon,
who met Sheriff Lucero and his prisNew Vork Metal Market.
oner at RIncon Iaso night, "and
easy,
iNew York, Dec. 20. Lead
Is said to have remarked that
It. 35 3. 45; copper Arm 13H14: he would give Lucero his weight in
silver 53.
gold if he ever captured Nicolas."
"Now it's up to Lucero to go and
Nt IiOule Wool Market.
his gold."
St. Louis, Dec. 20. Wool steady. claim
Deputy Sheriff Lucero brought his
Territory and western mediums 20 prisoner
by the way of Klncon
&23c; fine medjum IS 21c; fine 15 to avoid back
going through Texas as he
if 1 7c.
understood the Texas officers wanted
his prisoner for ' a murder committed
Kansas City Livestock.
.
0.
tty. T)pc.
Cattle re- at Austin.
Kanfws
ceipts 4.000. Market steady. Southern steers f 3.40 j 3.50; southern cows
iS. VAIO ASKS
and feeders
t2.O0ft2.10; siockers
$3.004.20; bulls J2.503.60; calves $3.2aj 6.50; western steers $3.50
4.50; western cows J2.40ffS.50.
FOR
DIVORCE
fiheep receipts 2,000. Steady. Muttons $3.754.50; limbs 15.005.80;
range wethers $3.7604.75; fed ewes
3.OO.10.
!
suit for divorce from James Vaio
charges the defendant with having
Cliicago livestock.
receipts
compelled
Chicago, Dec. 20. Cattle
her to turn over to him
valuable property which she acquired
2,500. Market strong to shade higher. Beeves $3.406.15; cows
and from her first husband, Salome Apo- $5.00 uaca.
calves
heifers
$3.154i 4.60;
stock-ers
7.26; westerns $3.204f4.75;
At the time of her marriage to
Vaio In Barelus In 1H06 the plaintiff
and feeders $2,3044.25.
6,000.
tiheep
receipts
Market says she owned property valued at
year- $11,000.
steady. Western $1.754.75;
Mrs. Vaio asks the court
lings $4.2506.15;
$3.75(0 to return the property acquired by
lambs
6.00; western
3.70.OO.
the defendant and that the defendant
be compelled to return $6,400, the
RUSH TO EUROPE
estimated value of property he sold;
IS PRAtTlOALLY OVER. also that he pay $500 attorney's fees
New York. Dec. 20 steamship and $250 for her support pending the
agents iy the great ruHh of steerage trial.
passengers for Europe la practically
over. But a very few tickets have TALLMADGK BROS. WANT
been sold for ships sailing next week.
$20,000 DAMAGKS
Roswell, N. M., Dec. 20. A decidwiutelaw kfjd home
ed sensation was sprung here yesfrom
terday when the Tallmadge brothers,
britain.
New York, Dec.
20.
Whltelaw who are on trial fur alleged land
Reld. the American ambassador to frauds, entered
$20,000
suits
tJreat Britain, arrived today on tht damages each against T. forM. Monzln-g- o
steamer Mauretanla.
and J. M. Naylor, of Loveiand,
alleging slanger. Both Monzin-g- o
Bring us your jrt war. Prices Col.,and
Naylor are witnesses for
If you want anything on earth, you the government
in the present trial
can get It through the want columns of
the Tallmadge brothers. Another
of The Evening Citizen. We get
Rcnsation, It is said, is booked for tomorrow and it is rumored there will
Fresh, sweet apple cider at the be un important arrest made.
Champion Grocery.
Look for the black and white sign
1IUYLERS' AND LOWNEVS"
South Second street, tha
CAN- - at 21
DIES Jl'ST ARRIVED.
place to get your suits and overcoats
O. A. WATSON A CO.
at
their value.
Sweet naval oranges at the Chamremedy
Best
for mottten, to use Is
pion Grocery.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
tastes nearly as good as inable sugar,
Overcoat almost griven away at it contains no opiates. Sold
by J. H.
Sourti Second street.
O'Rieily.
V--

Columbus
Hotel

.

te

--

Board and Room

$16.00

Per Month and Up
or
the Week, Day
or

MRS.M.E. NORRIS

Al-vil-

'

creat

re-su- it.

one-four- th

Vi

The city schools, after appropriate
Christmas exercises, closed this afternoon for the usual holiday vacation and as a result the small boy
is In his usual exuberant spirit for
Christmas and his two weeks of
freedom.
Christmas exercises were held In
all the grade schools at 2 o'clock
this afternoon.
The programs consisted of songs, recitations and essays and were well rendered by the
children. The high school closed at
noon giving the students a half holiday. The city schools will resume
work on January 6th.
Tonight in the assembly room, of
tne central Bchool building the high
school girls' glee club will give a
concert to raise funds to pay the
club's expenses to the educational
meeting in Santa Fe next week.
All the seats in the assembly room
have been sold for the' concert and
the club has decided to call off the
concert
announced
for 'Saturday
night for those who could not secure
seats for tonight's entertainment.
Forty teachers from the city
schools will attend the educational
meeting in Santa Fe next week. The
high school girls' glee club will go
to Santa Fe Friday and sing at the
meeting that day and will return to
Albuquerque Saturday,
Miss Alice Schrleber, a student In
the high school, will represent this
city In the oratorical contest at the
educational meeting.
The holiday vacation begins today
in most of the
county
Bernalillo
schools. Some of the schools, however, will continue in session until
next Tuesday, when they will dis'
miss until January 6.
Nth Grade Program.
A number of the parents of the
students attended the exercises giv
en by the eighth grade In the Cen
tral building. Recitations and mu
sical numbers composed the program
which was well rendered. The pro
grams were the product of the stu
dents, hand painted, and each contained the motto of the class "High
School or Bust."
The program follows:
Piano Solo
,t .. .Lottie Lembke
Recitation
James Skinner
Vocal Solo
.Charlotte Pratt
Recitation
Hazel Yanow
Violin Solo . , . ,i
Arthur Yanow
Recitation
Charles , Lukens
Song
D. Farrell, C. Franklin, H. Laparlk
Piano Solo
Hilda Grunsfeld
Recitation
Bessie Ford
Vocal Duet
Lulu Benedict, Franclne McNasser
Recitation
Gilbert Rhodes
Piano Duet ,
Miss Myeis, Mis E. Everett
Recitation
Majorie Benadum
Piano' Solo
Viola Skinner
Recitation . . .1
Joe Walton, Saddle Oleson
.
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XKW YORK imOKl.lt SHOT
BY IXKNOWN MAM TODAY
New York, Dec. 20. J. H.
Oly-phe-
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Phone 452
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We have removed from our safes, refinished
and placed on sale a fine collection of

H. O'RIELLY CO.

FRENCH

'i

-

"

i

CITY SCHOOLS
ANA

Boy Series and many others

For Christmas

Consisting o?
niXGS. WATCHES, RltACFJJCTS.

BAKERY

Bill Nye's Comic Histories, Peck's Bad

Next Door to Postoffice

We bought more heavily of beautiful goods than the present conditions justify, an I In order to move those goods quickly, no are
making price lower than tliey should be, sold for. Make, selections
now while the stock Is complete.
Rich Cut Glare, the most beautiful Hand Painted China ever shown In the city;
Goods,
Toilet Sets, Shaving Sets, Baby Sets, Dainty Perfumes, Toilet Waters, Box Candles. Don't faU to Inspect our stock.

But no one need suffer
as long as he can get

PAGE FiVs.

a-Br-

For t ho Christmas Trado

Panic?

CITIZEHL

Toys, Dolls, Engines, Lanterns, Gams, Games, Juvenile and Humorous Books,
Bibles, Catholic and Protestant Prayer Books, Calendars, Pictures, Leather
Goods, China, Brio
Toilet Sets; in fact, a Full Santa Claus Outfit.

Seo our $1 Painting Play Book at 35c
Moving Teddy Bear Books at 25 cents

Telephone

EVENING

114

examination of young Charles Neville was continued by Attorney Wilson in the Pettibone trial today. The
witness tMd of his trip to Cheyenne
and to Casper and Thermopolis,
where his father was arrested and
taken back to Cripple Creek.
He was not .crofis examined in regard to his conversation with Pettibone at Denver. The state introduced an article from the Miners'
magazine to show enmity on the part
of the Federation against Bradley,
after which noon recess was taken.
When the S'omach. Heart, or Kidney nerves get weak, then these organs always fall. Don't drug the
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is simply a makeshift. Get a prescription known to
Druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Restorative. The Restorative is prepared expressly for these weak Inside nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tablets or liquid and see
how quickly help will come.
Free
sample tet sent on request by Dr.
Sboop, Racine, Wis.
Your health
is' surely worth this simple test. Sold
by all dealers.
Are you looking for
Remember the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are 'for your especial
benefit It talks to the people and
they talk to yoa.
.
soim-ming-

.

.

m

.
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ALBERT FABER

W. Central

Central Ave.

308-31- 0

WITH AMFTiK MEAN 8
AND CNSCRPASSKD FACILITIES

FOR CHRISTMAS

What would be more appropriate than GOOD VISION
Call at my office and I will tell
you how you can make father
or mother a present of a fine
pair of Glasses guaranteed to
fit correctly.

i C. H. Carnes, Oph. D.

lu

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE,

WILLIAM LEWIS

DIES GRAY

,

CAPITAL

West Central,
PHONE 451.

$150,000.00

Officers and Directors!
60LOMON LUNA, President.

IS APPOINTED

CLERK

TO JUDGE

chant of

Peralta-Funer-

Mer-- "

al

William Lewi, aged iff years, a
resident of New Mexico for more
than a half century,
died at the
Santa Fe coast lines hospital of old
age Wednesday night. He is related by marriage to the oldest families
in the territory.
Funeral services will be held tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock at the
Siicred Heart church. Father
officiating. The cortege will
leave the Lewis residence, $12 West
Pacific avenue, at 8:80 o'clock. Burial will be made In Santa Barbara
cemetery.
Mr. Lewis came to New Mexico
when he was ten years old, accompanying his father over the plains
in
from !t. Louis. They settled
Peralta, where Mr. Lewis and his
genengaged
'In the
brother Charles
eral merchandise business. He lived in Peralia until fifteen
years ago when he retired
and
moved to Albuquerque. He married
a
of the late M. S. Otero and
Is survived by his wife and
son,
Richard,
J. G. Lewis, a dealer in
general merchandise- at $25 South
First street, is a brother of the
The following will be the pall
bearers: Solomon Luna, J. Yrlserrl,
Fred Otero, Dr. Geo. W. Harrison,
Perfecto Armljo and Million Otero.
-

The preliminary
debate of the
University of New Mexico to select
representatives for tine
debate with the Agrcultural college in February will be held tonight
at 8 o'clock at the First Presbyterian
cnurcn.
John G. Wagner, Clarence B.
and Roy O. Baldwin will take
the affirmative and Grover C. Emmons, J. Ralph Taw her and Kirk
Hryan the negative of the question,
'Resolved, That the United States
Shall Subsidize its Merchant Marine."
L. Ufeld, A. P. Hunter and It. H.
Collier will be the judges to decide
who
wins the debate and Rev.
Fletcher Cook. D. A. MacPherson
and Rev. W. J. Marsh will select
three men whom chey consider best
fitted to represent the university in
debate.
the
lnter-colleg-la- te

Hc-al-

inter-Collegia- te

L. B. Stern, the Central avenue
dry goods merchant, is in receipt of
a letter from John L. Gray, a former
resident of this city,- who 'has just
been appointed clerk of the district
court of Porto Rico under Judge B
S. Rodey.
iMr. Gray will be remembered
by
early residents of Albuquerque as a
mall clerk running between this city
and La Junta. Mr. Gray was Injured
in a wreck at Watrous In 1880 and
after that was given a position in
the seaboard mall service. He is now
in Porto Rico.

COL

TRULL

PROSPECT

:

A. M, BLACKY KLL

O. B. CROMWELL.

-

First and Marqoette

Albtsqtterqtie, New Mexico

GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on. that vil uf lumber.
Our lumber cume from our own
mills located in the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is Just as o'neapT
It will pay you to look Into this.

Tell-

RIO
Col. D. K. li. Sellers, local agent

pro-mopi-

the-low-

-

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
-

IS ALL RIGHT

for the Mesilla Valley Development
company, is in receipt of a letter
from. Col. R. E. Twltchell, of. Las
Vegas, giving an opinion upon the
project of H. H. McCord, who is
of
several
the cultivation
thousand acres of land in
Rio Grande valley and the Mesilla
valley.
Col. TwKchell's letter is as follows:
"E.' Las Vegas, 'New Mexico, December 16th, 1907.
"Col. D. K. B. Hellers,
"Albuquerque, N. M.
"Dear Col. Sellers: In answer to
your favor of the 12th relative to
my opinion of the "Ward & Shropshire' 'ranch subdivision, I have this
to suy: In company with Co). Hopewell and Dr. Q. W. Harrison of your
city. I drove over and through this
property last week, Wednesday, on
tny visit to Las Cruces In mutter of
the holding of the lfilh National Irrigation congress
at Albuquerque
next year. I have been familiar with
this particular piece of property for
upwards of twenty years and I consider it an extremely well located
subdivision, lying as It does, about
one mile due north of Las Cruces on
the main county road to Dona Ana.
So far (.: the soil and water rights
to this property
are concerned, I
wLsh to add that there is no finer
In
soli
the Mesilla valley or in New
Mexico for that matter. Every portion of the land Is susceptible of Irrigation, possessing paid up water
rights under the Dona Ana Irrigation ditch and being signed up and
under the United States government
diverting dam in the Rio Grande.
"As to the prices asked by the
company owning the property, I consider them very reasonable, taking
Into consideration, the location of tha
land, its qualities and Its proximity
to the city of Las Cruces.
"Yours truly,
"R. E. TWITCHELL."

...

3. C. BALDRIDGE,

.

SAYS

Writ us letter to Col. Sellers,
ing of Vllt To the l4iiul.

.,-

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rax Flintkote Rooting

-

Tomorrow Morning.

,

THE

RODEY

Deceased Was Pioneer

WILLIAM Mcl.NTOSlI,

i

.

W. J. JOHNSON,
Assistant Qufcler.

PreaMnnt ami Cashier.

Vic
V

AT THE SANTA FE

N. M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICIT8 NEW ACCOUNTS.

W. B. STRICKLER,

a prominent broker, this afternoon wis shot three times by an
unknown man. said to have been a BOYS TO DISCUSS
former customer, and is in a serious condition. The man. who fired
the shots, committed suicide.
YOUNG NEVILLE OV
STAND IX PETTI BONK CASE.
Boise, Idaho Dec. 20. The cross

reasonable in every department. Remember we
Our ptices are strictly
set aside your selection tor delivery wnen oestreo .

GRANDE

Phone 8.

VMM

GO.

Cor. 3rd and Usmuetie

00VD000000OC0

The Whitson Music Co.
KSTAKLISHED

1

882

Representatives of the Only

CHICKERING PIANO
Everett, Baumeister, Kimball, Harvard,
Schaeffer, Straube.
Interior Piano Players, Kimball, Marshall, Wendell,

Sheet Music
Edison Talking Machines
Victor Talking Machines
Call and Hear our New Records.
Open Evenings
Piano Tuning

K30f0O0000K30O0

The Lobby
Prop.

Fine Wine, liquors & Cigars

H. H. Samuels,

115

WeSt Central

AYe.

i

Free Lunch Day and Night

Men's fine piano felt slippers, high
cut with flexible leather soles and as
comfortable as stocking feet, $1.60:
slippers,
men's opera or Everett
black or tan, Vlcl Kid, pretty and
OR. C. H. CONN
well wearing tl.SO to 12 00 ut
'.
X)PYRIfiIIT omrromATHo pmybioian ano
ALL THE LATENT
May'a Shoe Store, 814 West Central IWtOkS.
Jl'bT THE TJHNti lUlt
mumamoM
avenue.
CHRISTMAS.
O. A. MATSO.V
CO.
The reason we do so much ROl'G H
All Cmrmbl
Trati4.
DRY work Is because we' do It right
Mm eitmrgm tor CofiswtsLea.
All dolls, games, underwear
and
you
your
things
cannot afford to various other
and at the price
own
at
Building
have It done at home.
price; must bs closed out at airs.
J4 M. T. Armljo
mm mm mam.
: IMPERIAL
Wilson's, West Gold avenue.
LAUADRY CO.

tit

Dlmm

Tti

'

Champion

GROCERY COMPANY
4
W. TUcras Phone SI
Matteuccl Bna., Props.
21-2-

rabb m.
BILL

CmZEJT.

Richest Mine in the World Once Owned by Faro Dealer

REFE

10

EYETTflTO

TLLBUQITEIKJfmS

rtUDAT, IttX'KMIlKIl
11,111111

L

2S,

mi.

"""V"1

Standard
Typewriter

INDIAN
sj"v

rui.,... ".

LANDS

4

t

Pueblos

Grand Canyon and Return

Washington, D. C, Dec. 20. The
Indian land bill Introduced in con

The Titan of Chasms : Nature's Masterpiece

Should be Cut Up
and Alloted to Members
of Tribe.

gress on December 9th 'with refer
ence to th land of the. Pueblo In
diana of New Mexico is as follows:
"A bill to authorize the secretary
of the Interior to accept conveyance
to the United Btate of lands from
the Pueblo Indians in New 'Mexico,
and for other purposes.
"lie it enacted by the senate and
house of representative
of the Unl
ted States of America, in congress
assembled, that the secretary of the
interior be, and he la hereby, authorised to accetpt a conveyance to the
United Stated of the lands belonging
to any of the Pueblo Indians In ew
Mexico, to be held in trust for the
Indians belonging thereon, and when
any such pueblo has been so conveyed, the lands shall be allotted to
the members of the said pueblo In
severalty. .In accordance
with the
provisions of the allotment act of
8th, 1087, and the amend
menls thereto, whenever the secretary of the Interior shall lind it to
be for the beat Interests of said In
dians to make such allotments."
Secretary's Letters.
When the measure was sent to
congress, Secretary Garfield sent a
letter to the president and senate
with it.
This letter follows:
Sir: The Pueblo Indians of New
Mexico have been
the subject of
much consideration by those conver
ant with Indian affairs.. They now
hold their lands in common by an
Indefeasible title. Ho long as this ex
lsts It seems likely that their present communal life, which experience
has shown to be detrimental, both to
themselves and to the surrounding
people, will cont'nua.
The Pueblo titles are not of record, and as, under the statutes of
New Mexico, seven years' occupancy
gves title by prescription, a great
deal of trouble is constantly arising
because of the uncertainty of the
title to lands which the Indians own.
A resident of a given pueblo will convey to an Indhtn or a white man.
and the latter will go on the land
and occupy it for a time and then set
tip a claim against the community
title of the Pueblo. Generally he
succeeds In establishing his claim, although it seems likely that In the
majority of these cases the claimant
does not have the better cause, but
his claim, is the better prosecuted. I
think, if authorised by legislation,
that these people could be Induced to
convex their lands to the United
States, and afterwards, If ' the law is
framed to .authorise
it, the lands
could be reconveyed to the Individcourse
ual. Of
this could not be done
ait onoe, but in a reasonable- time, I
think, much progress could be made
in breaking up the conditions that
now prevail."

Geo. Wlnjrflckl and the Mtrftawk Mine, WliMi lT,xiuoVl Many Million Tlefore tiie Strike Tlort It Vp.
nr, .,.rrrt1tlnitK shipment valued
Ooldfleld. Nev., Dec. 20, The Mo by 200 feet, and leased them to mln
$SHO,00 was confiscated, and othhawk mine, at Goldfleld, probably Is era who had the means with which at
been
ers of smaller amounts have sight
Kink shafts and run drifts.
the richest mine In the world to- to iHefore
used to be a common
the leasers quit, the Mo- found. Itminer
up
below
come
frow
day.
hawk
mine produced 110.000.000. to see a
grade" In his
Thl mine Is owned by a corpora- The ore was encountered at depth with so much "high
scarcely walk.
so
Is
and
rich that a man can carry clothing that he could practically
tion called the Qokliield ConsolidatunThe mine has been
in one pocket enough to keep
ed company, but originally was own- off
owners,
who consay
Its
him a month.
It was this practice touched, to ship
fabulous amounts
ed by George 'Wlngfteld. who was at of the miners, called "high grading." tinued
one time a faro dealer, and his asso- that first caused the trouble in Gold- from It until the present strike tied
.
"
ciates.
It up.
fleld.
'
The mine Is 1.600 feet long and
First quality ore from this mina
The "Mohawk's owners assert to(00 feel, wide and the Mohawk (No. day, and they can prove It, that the is worth between. 140 and $50 a
S is of the same dimensions.
The miners at work In the leases In this pound and the gold can be melted
owners subdivided it into squares 200 line, looted It of a million dollars. I out of It over a candle.
'

DISCOVERER OP THIS MINE HAD $3.60; HE SOLD THE PROPERTY
FOR $1,500,000.
ii

v;
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MILLER

KtNT IN

"RAFFLES," JAN. 25
"Hide your valuables!
Take your
diamond necklaces to the safety de-

posit vault! "Raffles, the Amateur
Cracksman," the most plausible and
most fascinating villain In literature
or drama, will soon visit this city.
The scoundrel hero comes In the
person of handsome 8. Miller Kent.
but he promises to filch nothing but
oa win and to plunder our people
of nothing but smiles and applause!
The coming of the distinguished ro
mantic actor In such a fascinating
roie is indeed an event of interest.
Mr. Kent wilt have a supporting
company or metropolitan favorites.
At the Elks' opera house Christmas
artemoon and evening.
LIXGEIUXQ CCLD.

Withstood

Other
Treatment But
Vuicniy
iy Chamberlain's
Cough Itemed y.
"Last winter ! caught a very se- vre cold which lingered for weeks,"
aays J. Urquhart, of Zephyr. Ontario. "My cough was very dry and
naisn. Tne local dealer recommend-e- d
Cough Remedy
Chamberlain's
and guaranteed it, so I gave It a
trial. One small bottle of It cured
me. I believe Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy to be the best I have aver
used." This remedy is for sale by
all drurglses.
,

BROOMING

HAT.

.....

E

Th
Underwood

I

Tickets on sale Jan. 1, 2, and 3
Return limit 30 days from date of sale. Stopovers in either
direction. Call at ticket office for full particulars.

Carriage rides securely
and smoothly day by day
and year by year.

wins

KOOO00000X30000000

.
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tho flrxt to reopen after the arrival of federal
Tills Is the Oomblnatioa mine and mill
troops at the camp. It is one of Uie ricliett in the Goidfleld district. The discoverer of the mine had $3.50
,, .
in hla pocket when he found it. He gold it for tl.500,000.

......

THE
IN TROUBLE

CLUB

UNION

MINERS

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

Ooldfleld, Nev., Dec. 20. Colonel
Cliarged That Tlielr Membera Have
Reynolds!, V. 8. A., commander of
liecm t'Hing jnaiis u uure
Womou to Tliom.
the troops at Goldfleld, Is having
Temple. Ok.,- - Dec. 20. Complaints troubles of his own.
have been preferred against the Ran-dlett
When he arrived on the scene the
Bachelor Club of Randlett on mine owners Insisted that martial
unlawusing
charge
malls
of
the
the
fully In that hundreds of letters have law be declared at once. Col. Reybeen written to Eastern gins unaer
names of fictitious persons attempt- nold saw no evidence of violence
ing to Induce and inducing them to and refused.
The mine owners
come to the "olg pasture" town for
burned up a lot of money sending
the purpose of marrying.
inc the organization of this club messages to Washington in an efseveral months ago, and following
many publications in eastern papers, fort to depose Col. Reyno'ds. As a
hundreds and even thousands of letthe result. Gen, Punston himself was
ters have been sent through
mails to the secretary of the club sent to Investigate the situation. He
from Eastern girls In search of husfound matters as Reynolds lad repbands.
Thus for several days young women resented.
of verv descrlotion have poured In
paslng
to
"Big Pasture,"
the
The union miners consider Rey
through this city en. route to Hand-le- u.
Almost every train bears addi- nolds one of their friends, because
tional numbers of these husband he has been fair In his attitude. The
seekers, but the large majority are,
and
of course, unable to find the man colonel is tall,
who has promised to meet tnem.
He made some warm
businesslike.
girl from Chicago,
One
the mine owners.
having spent the last cent In her pos- encmlefc amoi-.session, arrived In Temple this morn- Some of these men say he waa "ab
ing, after an unsuccessful search of solutely brutal" in his lack, of con
three, days for the husband who had sideration to them.
written for her to come to him. Being
thus placed upon the charity of the
people, money had to be subscribed
to pay her return trip home. Many
others have coins in practically the
same condition,
dn view of these conditions. Temple
Citisens are enraged with the opera
tions of the Randlett Old Bachelor
Club and have Instituted proceedings
against them through the officers of
the law. Deputy Hherift Hefley has
secured the names of all members of
the club and will submit them to the
federal authorities for Investigation
upon the charge of using the mails
to deceive.
The matter of Investigation has
to United States
been submitted
Commissioner Hugh R. Blanding of
Lawton, and he has taken the mat
ter up with United Ktates Attorney
jonn n;mury or tiutnrie.
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FORT BAYARD. N. M.. NOV. 25
1907. Healed proposals, in triplicate.
for the conftructlon of a coal shed
and trestle at this post, will be re
celved here until 11 a. m.. Dec. 14
1907, and tnen opened, information
d
A pretty hat In
ef furnished on application. U. 8. re
fect! U of pliable felt in Copenhagen Jerves right to aocept or reject an
blue with tremendous rosettes of em or all proposals or any- part thereof.
containingproposal.
broidered blue net. centered with Envelopes
Coalsnea an
large pearl and gold pins. The blua should be marked
rings sweep far to the back, giving Trestle," and addressed Q.toM.Capt. I
P. Veatal, th. Cavalry,
graceful line.

STORE

SHOE

AND

:i

INTEREST

?24 surplus, siou.oco

ALLOWED

ON

DEPOSITS

SAVINGS

1

INCREASING IN VALtJE STEADILY. IS TO 10 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF ; SMALL STONES WB
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AX
WHOLESALE.
r

VANN

JEWELRY

WHEN YOU WANT

MONEY

CO.

One Door South of Drue Stoaa.
nlnlRflMMSBtaUaasaaHMI

Thornton,

CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK

The Cleaner
at

ALBUQUERQUE

III Iforth

Third
street.
The only real steam
cleaning1 plant in the southwest.
Ws are now better prepared than
ever before to clean anything that
is clean able. In cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes, ws take
the front seat. All ws ask Is a
trial. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and
sold.
Goods called for and delivered on short notice.
Located

u

BUILDERS
ter.
Etc.,

J.

PHONE-4- 60

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Paint None
Native and ClUcago Lumber. Sherwtn-WlllLaBuild lux Paper, Planter, Lime, Cement, Glass, Saab, Doors,

Etc

Bet-

Eta,

423 South First

C. BALDRIDCE

exaOsKrxooo

t

just what you want for tha long
Made 01 brass, nickel plated 'latest im-

evenings.
Every lamp warranted.
proved central draft burner.
11 your dealer cannot supply the Perfection Oil
Heater or Kayo Lamp write our nearest agency.

laeruratsdi

coital

ALL THE TIME:

T3he

FIRST NATIONAL. BANK
OF

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Carry it from room to room. Turn the wick high
no smokeno smell automatic
or low no bolhei
smokeless device prevents. Brass font holds 4 quarts,
bums 9 hours. Beautifully finished in nickel or
japan. Every heater warranted.

' (

REPAIRS

MUIK M I1PS

(Equipped vvlUi Smokeless Device)

f

Nsxw mmxtoo

ALBUQUsTHQUm

105 North First Street

PERFECTION Oil Heater

Rayb Lamp

TGIST CO.

ONTEZUMA

Colorado

.

'

.1

o

:i

h

Green Front

You receive inlense, direct heat
bom every ounce ol fuel burned-t- here
axe no damp chimneys or long
pipes to waste the heat Irom a
4

s

I

P.MATTEUCCI

ft

ffeat

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. JO. The
following have been appointed no
taries public by Governor curry;
James K. Carlthera, of ttania e,
Santa Ke county; R. M. Ive. of Ar- tesia. Eddy county.
Fundu for Ad- Service Lu-kvtalng.
The forest service announces that
owing to a lack of funds to iPay the
cost of advertising, the secretary of
the Interior is unable to open to set
Uement and entry any more of the
lands listed under the act of June
11, 10, until congress has made ap
propriation for that purpose.

-

Have bden appointed exclusive agents In tlie Southwest for Jo. 8.
Wm.
nnd St. f ouls A. B. C. Breweries; YeUestnoe,
fo'"ti. River,
OiM-eW. II. Mc Brayer's dtlar Brook, Iiouis nunter, T. 3
Monarcli, and otber brands of wliltikiea too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
straight
sell
article as received from, the best Wineries
But
the
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or writs for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.

Vdton Street

Denver,

ed

?7 The

OFFICIAL MATTERS

to utftt tk0
most fastidious bar oomplotm

XJndctwooi Typewriter
Company
1722

.

good-natur-

klip wrylbiag In stick-

n

Show.

SOLDIER

I:

Successors to
MKI.INI A FAKIX. and BAdTEXXa A GIOMI
HrNO(.C4tf DKALKm IN

"

LIKE THIS

Treasurer.

O. Ba.cb.echl,

Consolidated Liquor Company

Speed Championship at
The National Business

tT

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

3. V. Eakln, President
G. Olomi, Vice President.

the

semi-annuall- y,

Agent

T. E. PURDY,

Typewriter

'

TERRITORIAL CAPITAL

wtds-brlmrne-

ROAD BED it Essential.

The Underwood
Standard

IheFlue

t4

Stop over and visit the
Petrified Forest

in Traveling a SOLID

and
No Failure of Signals

.

S.

Why visit the Alps, when Nature's Greatest
Wonder is less than 500 miles from home?

No Spreading of Rails
No Hot Boxes
No Flat Wheels

ii

.at ir;

j

For
Speed, Safety
and Surety

United States Depository

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 1907
RESOURCES

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts
Bonds. Securities and Real Estate..
tS08.000.00
U. 8. Bonds
Exchange
65.1I4.40
m.SM.tl
Cash In Vault

l,T4,ll.ll
I1.ISJ.71

Cash Resources

1,1(7.461.01

i

i

IVWi

,1

&OSX36K)00IOKX)

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

$

-

...
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.1.
T.l
v.mim
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IS2.6SI.0I
100,000.00
S.iSI, 037.00
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Bulletin. Showing Results of
Experiments Made at
A. & M. College.
Mesilla Park, N. M., Dec. 26.
The following bulletin has Just been
Issued from the government experiment station established In connection with the New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
allowing results of irrigation experiments made at the station:
i
As the years and seasons pass it
irbecomes increasingly evident
that
rigation practice like ' other features
of agricultural work is taking on
nore and more of the characteristics
of an crt based on an exact science.
are
Irrigation farmers everywhere
arriving at the conclusion, or age being forced by circumstances to accept
The iaea that reasonable economy and
coqsideiable care in the distribution
not only sound
and use of water
business common sense but from the
agricultural standpoint Is the practice least likely to injure the soil and
most likely to secure a profitable
crop. It Is but rarely nowadays that
we find men applying Ave and six
acre feet of water to their crops
yearly In order to produce only an
average yield, and the farmer now
who boast of doing his irrigation on
horseback I generally regarded as a
probably early cause for foreclosure
proceedings on the part of his mortgagee. This change of practice is undoubtedly due very largely to the increasing scarcity and value of water
resulting from a large Increase In
the number ef Irrigators and to a
wide extension of the Irrigated area.
It is also to a not inconsiderable extent. 'due' to the. increase on the part
of .the farmer of correct or more
profitable Irrigation practice.
Much
however, remains to be learned, even
by the beet Informed. When a man
installs a pumping plant for instance,
whether it, be a windmill or a steam
r gasoline engine plant, he is very
desirous of knowing how much land
he should 'attempt to irrigate.
In
1

ELKS THEATER
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December 25

Mr. Jos. M. Gaites
Presents
The DlNtlnguiulicd American
tic Actor.

8.
In tb

Roinan-- ;

T

Sensational

Englfe4i

Suocee.

RAFFLES
THE AMATEUR CRACKSMAN

Ibe
A

Mont

Fan 4 noting

play Ever
Written.
Company of Notable Players.
An Event of Importance.

'First

Big Thrill of

thi susoi--

l.

Y. Herald

Tlie production In Its entirety, Just
as presented for one year at
the lrinorsj Tlieatre, N. Y.
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People Tell the Reason for Their Faith
in Cooper's Belief.
An article from the Nashville,
Tenn Banner, published during l
visit to that city, throw
T. Cooper
some light on the remarkable success of the young man's theories and
mediolne In various cities risked by
htm during the pant year. The
la aa follow:
"In view of the enormoua aale of
now going on
Cooper'a preparation
In thl city and the Intense interest
which Mr. Cooper ha stirred up
atnee hi arrival, a representative of
Thursday afternoon
the Banner spent
at the young v man's headquarters,
swarm
of humanity
watching the
coma and go.
"During the afternoon the reporter
Interviewed many of the callers and
obtained statements from all who
cared to give them as to their experience with Cooper and hl preparations.
"The following are selected from
those statement as being typical of
the general expression of the people
seen:
"Mr. B. B. Lasater. living at 1224
North Fourth avenue, when Interviewed, said: 'I have been troubled
with my stomach for th past, two
years, and have had rheurmulmn for
mora than five years. Sometimes I
could not walk, and there were times
when I could not even move In bed.
Hard knots would form on my muscles, which caused me Intense pain.
Gas formed on my stomach after
eating, which gave me much pain
and distress, and often I was restless and tossed all night, losing
much sleep and rest.
" 'Hearing of Mr. Cooper and the
great work his medicine .was accomplishing for others, I decided to try
It. I have taken It about two weeks,

CmZEtf.

R VEXING

and find' myself In a greatly Improved condition. My stomach Is In good
shape, and does not trouble me at
all. My rheumatism has nearly disappeared, and I expect to resume
work shortly, for the first time In
twelve month. Mr. Cooper certainly has a wonderful medicine, and I
am grateful for what It has done for
me.'
"Another caller wa Mrs. T. J.
Smith, of 605 Hudson street.
She
said: 'I have been a sufferer from
bladder and kidney trouble for twenty-live
years. In that time I have
tried many prescriptions and various
kinds of medicine, but received little or no benefit from them. I seldom had a sound night's sleep, my
rest being broken
Intervals
at
throughout the night. I had pains
in my back and burning sensations.
" 'I heard so much of Mr. Cooper
that I came to the conclusion he
might be able to afford me some relief.
I have now been taking the
medicine about a week, and feel better in every way.- The pain has disappeared,
and I have no distress
I have come here, today
whatever.
to express my appreciation
to Mr.
Cooper for his wonderful medicine
and what it has done In my case. I
will take pleasure In recommending
It to others.'
"In spite of assertions by various
physicians that Cooper is a fad who
will soon die out the young man
seem
to be gaining even greater
headway
as his visit draws to a
close."
The agency for Cooper's celebrated medicines has been given to us.
We are making a fine record with
them. J. H. O'RIelly Co., corner
Second street and Central avenue.
-

other words he asks "How frequently
shall I Irrigate my crop and wun
how much water to make the blggei-- t
and beBt use of my pumping plant
but the same time feel assured that
the crop will not suffer from too
sparing a use of water?"
In their trips throughout the agricultural sections of the territory,
the Farmers' Institute workers of the
station ore very often confronted by
this question but it is one to which
they are at. present but little prepared to give a definite or satisfactory answer.
The Importance of the problem
suggested by such a question cannot
be over estimated when it Is considered that there is a vast amount of
excellent land In both the Rio Grande 'and Pecos valleys which He
above the present irrigation systems,
but which it should be possible to
Irrigate
from underground
water
sources if the supply available could
be made to cover an area sufficient
to Justify, from a, business standpoint the niore or less expensive
means necessary to secure the water.
For many years the New Mexico
experiment station has been carrying
on Investigations having as their
end
the determination of the moct favorable amount of water to apply under
the climatic and soli conditions prevailing in the Klo Orande valley particularly upon the adobe soils adjacent to the river. Much has
learned concerning the behaviorbeen
of
crops and the amount
of water required under such conditions
and it
Is now proposed to extend
so as to make it applicable theto work
soils
other than those heretofore
u.ed
With this end In view investigations
have been started upon those mesa
soils lying above the present irrigation syntems, because of
location probably will not be their
by
the proposed extension of covered
systems. Such soils are betterthese
adapted
for irrigation and for the growing
various special crops than those iiv-n-ofg
along the river bottom.s They are
oose in texture and uniform in quality, being exactly opposite in
respects to the soils of the river these
bottom. It is proposed to
the
question, known generally attack
as
"The
Duty of Water" "from the soil and
soil moisture
standpoint,
carrying
along with the comparison of
yields
under various Irrigation schemes, a
parallel study of the distribution and
movement of soil moisture to determine how effective Is the particular
rrethod of Irrigation used. Such an
Investigation will yield
leu
dependant upon the localresults
conditions
than work of a similar nature
previously carried on to which the crity
icism can be
applied, that ti.e
results are only applicable to the certain , special climatic and soil
conditions exlstant In the locality- - It is
1 1 ped
therefore that the work now
proposed will yield lnformtaoin
oan be applied to a variety ofWhich
sot!
and climatic conditions so that tne
work will b, of value not only to the
Rio Orande valley but to other sections of the territory.
.
.
In order to Irrigate the mesa land
upon which the experiment
are to
be carried out an expensive pumping
plant is being constructed. This consist of an open concrete lined nit
seventy-on- e
feet deep, In the bottom
of which driven wells are sunk to a
further depth of thirty feet Into water bearing quicksand. A two step
centrifugal pump of the high efficiency type will be placed at th
bottom of the pit and will be driven
through vertical shafting by a steam
engine at the surface. The water is
conducted to the tract to be irrigated
by piping and is there distributed
by a system of fluming and sewer tile
patterned after the systems used by
individuals very largely throughout
the Riverside district of California.
Everything is being laid out with a
view of making reulu, when secured, absolutely reliable, so that all
possible doubts as to the accuracy
of the mechanical side of th work
will
be
eliminated.
Experimental
Irrigation work will be commenced
at the begin! rig of the next irrigation
season and meanwhile soil and soil
moisture Investigations upon the tract
are being carried forward eo that
when the water is actually applied
seme knowledge will b had cf the
character and condition of the soli
previous to the application of water.
The whole Investigation forms one of
abrorblng interest la those engaged
upon the work and it Is their hope
to secure results not only generally
applicable to the conditions of the
territory but distinctly better from a
sclentlflo
standpoint than similar
work carried on at th New Mexico
station or elsewhere In previous
years.
Ju.-tl-

Prices: Matinee
50, 75, $1.00
Night
75, 91.00 91.50
Curtain for Matinee at 1:15.
CANDIES! CANTORS!! CANDIES!!!
Curia U fur niht, at :S0.
SEE MATSON A CO.

CLASSIFIED ADSj

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

FOR RENT

WANTED

FOR RENT FurnUhed rooms and
15 East
board in th Highlands.
Central.
FOR RENT Nice clean furnished
rooms, modern. 101 V4 West Cen,
tral avenue.
FuR RENT Furnished room with
or without board; electric lights,
bath and telephone. 41 West Marinette avenue.
KKiVi'
"urnished rooms for
rtK
light housekeeping.
Apply at 109
East Coal avenue.

WANTED To make your hat and
suit look Ilk new. In th car, west
ijoia avenue. Phon tHP.
WANTED Flrt - class stationary
engineer wants good situation. A.
J. Nelson, 820 South Third street.
WANTED A lot In Eaxtern addition. State location and lowest cash
price. Address "lint" care CItiien,
goods, second
WANTED Je nta'
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
(IS South First street, south of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
t,
WANTED Books to audit or
bookkeeping or office systems
to open, books to keep evenings
Address, D. 8.
Much experience.
B., care Citlien ofllc.
WANTED (Ladle desiring new fall
styles In millinery to call on Ml
Crane, tit North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentice
wanted.
Phone

OPPORTUNITIES

cor-rec-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
Jellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
Flneron.
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for fl; tO pound can for 15.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
944.
Box zoz, Albuquerque, N. M.
Stenographers, bookkeep.
Four-rooframe, stoni WANTED
FOR t$ALl
era, salesmen, managers and office
foundation, large lot, lawn. If sold
men for open positions In New
this week $1260.00. 9 Armijo build
Mexico, Arizona, Texas and Mexing.
ico,
Business Mens Association,
e,
FOR SALE Four-roobrick
203 H B. Central Ave., Albuquer-qu- e.
modern, screened porches,
N. M., Phone 957.
large lot, good location. A bargain.
WANTED Able bodlea, unmarried
9 Armijo building.
men, between ages of SI and SS;
FOR SALE Iron beds, springs and
citizen of United States, of good
mattresses, sideboard. Morris chair
character and temperate habits,
and sewing machine. 1004 Forres
can speak, read and write
who
ter avenue.
English. For information apply to
FOR SALE A brajid new Stevens'
Recruiting Officer, 903 E. Central
single barrel shot gun. never fired.
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
A high grade and strictly up to
date gun. Inquire at The Cltlxen WANTEDDetectlves; we want good
men. Oldest secret service in Unioffice.
ted States. No experience needed.
FOR 6ALE Thoroughbred Cockerell
give full Instructions.
We
Write
Spaniel pups. Fine gift for your
today. American Detective
'boy. Call at 210 West gold, or
Indlanwpolls, Ind..
phone 747 or 1105.
LADY Income
$2,200
FOR SALE: Furniture, 1106 West WEALTHY
yearly, laying disposition, desires to
Slate. Almost new mission and oak
marry. Gentleman living In the
furniture, cut glass and Haviland
west preferred.
Answer Immechina, steel range, hot blast heatdiately. Miss N. L., 767 Dept., 89
er, refrigerator and sanitary couch.
Fifth avenue. Chicago,
Five-roohouse with bath can
rent for 1 20.
FOR SALE One large American
draft horse, and one medium native horse, city broke, one phaeton,
The Business Mens' Association
one small two seated road wagon, furnishes men for all high class potwo sets single harness. Cheap if sitions In New Mexico, Arlsona, Textaken at once. Apply 1S20 South as and Mexico, and recommends only
Third, or phone 906.
those of highest character and qualification.
BoHlnesA Mens Association, 203 H E.
Central Ave., Albuquerque,
m

resl-denc-

m

Asso-elatio-

n.

m

Employment Agencies

Dr. Yfiucaire's

M.

Formula

Phone

j.

857.

Homeopathic

Tr4ilMne

Furniture, Pianos, Organ Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on

On

Blttner-StamFruit Co., and reGuaranteed to be mad from the
ceive pay for trouble. M P. Htamm.
I
perfectly
true Oalega Extract.
hatmlesa.
STAGK TO JKMTC2.. tEAVKS 111
The Vaucalr Formula is a general WKST GOLD EVERY MORNING AT
tonic, but it ha a specific effect upon S O'CLOCK.
the bust. Price 76 cents. For sals by
Appendldtt
Is due In a large measure to abuse
Highland Pharmacy and
of the bowels, by employing drastic
Pharmacy
purgatives. To avoid all danger, as
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
safe, gentle cleanser and Invigora-torGuaranteed to cur headache,
A Significant Prayer.
"May the lord help you make biliousness, malaria and . jaundice, at
drug
all
stores. JSo. ...
all,"
Bucklen's Arnica Save known to
write J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill,
He Fought at Gteuvsnurr.
.V. C.
It quickly took th pain out
David Parker, of Fayette, N. T..
of a felon for me and cured it In a
lost
a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
who
on
time."
Beat
wonderful short
Bitters have done me more
earth for sore, burn and wounds, "Electric
good
than any medicine I ever took.
H tt all druggists.
For several years I had stomach
and paid out much money
Nothing
more appropriate for trouble,
for medicine to little purpose, antll
On
Christmas than a photograph.
I
began
taking Electrlo Bitters. I
$3.00.
doxen cabinet photographs
would not take $500 for what they
MILLET studio,
have done for me." Grand tonle for
SIS West Railroad Avenue.
the aged and for female weakness.
Great alterative and body builder;
Take some rltatle and safe dl sure
cure for lame oack and weak
gettant like KODOL for Dyspepsia. kidneys.
by all drugKODOL Is the best remedy known gists. SOc. Guaranteed
.
.
today for heart burn, belching and
all trouble arising from a disordered
Car and Desert brand fruit
digestion. It Is pleasant to take at Palace
'
Champion Grocery Co.
Sold
and affords relief, promptly.
by J. H. O'RUUy m

York avenue
4 room abohe. Iron roof, lot
90x400,
Mountain road,
near car line
5 room cement house, 3rd
ward
4 room frame, corner lot,
Srd ward
8 room frame, 2 lots, clow
In
5 room brick, modern, oor- u-- r
lot, 2nd ward
ft room frame, 4th ward,
corner .
Three room brick, Fourth
ward .
One of the swellest residences In town
Six room
brick, modern,
close In
Seven room brick, mod-

2,50
1,500
9,000
1,100

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.

S.000

Office Imurs, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1 :30 to 6 p. m.

2,450

S0A

1,500

LAWYERS

7,500

W. D. RYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office,

First National Rank Bulldlne.
Albuquerque. N. M.

SO-ac- re

,

'.

MONTOYA

E. W. POBSON
Attorney at Law.

IllA

HOME

TH OS. K. D. MADDISON

cxxiooooooocxxxxxaxxxxvxxxx)

Willi W. B. Chllders,

OUTFITTERS

For Rent

3

West Gold Avenue.

117

Every Thing

Netessary for
Housekeeping

INSURANCE
11.

m

A. SLEYSTER

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
Rooms 12 and 11, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. 51. Phone 130.

DAVIS & ZEARINC
Mr. eoftf JKV.
M
KixxxxxxxrTxxxxxxixxxxxn

G
H

A. E. WALKER

M L. SCHUTT
119

Spilt ind Strut

exxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxorxo

lire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual liulkllng Association
217 Went Ceutral Avenue.

Direct Route

UNDERTAKERS

The Mining Gamp
of Colorado,.
Utah and Nevada; 10 Drover, Colorado Spring and Pueblo 1 via I hat- -

BORDERS.

VETERINARY

If You Waiit A

Plumber

Dec. 26 to 28,

1907

Sherman and Fuller
Illustrated Song
Osra L. Goodhue
The 3 Macs 3

-

a.

Tickets on sale Dec. 25 to fi
2$, return limit Dec. 30

i

I

$4.15

I,
Every

t'rklay.
nl
Mjslijaee haturday.

l

I

RATE

and the

Crystalagraph

WIU.IAM BELDEN
Veterinary.
Surgery and Deniitttry a Specially.
4l'J Htm tit KOlUt l'lHne 405.
bit. H."d7 PKTT1FOHD
Practical Therapeutics,
Obstetrics
and Surgery on Horses, Cattle, Sheep
Hogs, Uog and Cats.
Office with
Thornton, the Cleaner,
121
North
Third, Phone
Hospital
460.
and
Residence, 733 South Walter. Resi, ,
dence phone, 420.

3

SANTA FE, N. Af.

WEEK

Matinee

FRENCH A ADAMS
UNDERTAKERS.
Embalming a Specialty.

Educational
Association

120 W, Gdld Avenue

Ctutdv

All KIihH

Denver&RioGrandQ
RAILWAY
Through the fertile San Lui Valley,
to the San Juaa county of Coloaln
rado.
For Information as to rules, train
service, descriptive literature, rtc-c- all
on or address
F. H. MoBRIDE,
"
Santa Cu, Ji. l.
S. K. HOOPER,
G. P.
T. A, Denver. Colo.

At

HAIR

DRESSER AND
DIST

CHIROPO-

Veti-rinar-

R

CUIdrens

Moat Markot

of FreHli and Salt Meak
Steam Sauxaae Factory.
I L KLIENWORY
PeiiHlontt, IjumI Pnu-nts- ,
Copyright, Masonlo I'M
Building, North, Tbi4 (street
CavUs, IxMqt Patents. Trade
Murk 4. Claim.
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. fX rxxxixxxxxixxixixxzxxxxiH

Orfl

New Mexico

CRYSTAL THEATRE

Soavenir

THIRD BTREET

Attorney-at-La-

Annual Meeting

De-Wit- t's

oadi

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors)
and Cigars.
Place your order
for this line with ua
NORTH THIRD ST.

M. BOND

Attorney lit l.cw.

Real EHtate and Loans. Notary
Public. - 215 W. Gold Ave.

rooming flat, modem
at a bargain. Bargains In
real estate, call and see.
Agent for Travelers'
Accident ft Life Insurance Co.

JAP-A-LA-

row

Office. Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.

l1

Carbolized Witch Hasel
Salve Is healing and soothing. Good
for plies. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly.

TveHdey

.

408 Watt Rmilfmd Artoa

It- -

S.S50

,

A.

Thos. F. Keleher

DEVOF TtT?.mr PAniT
Appointments made by mall.
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Fee.
Went Central Ave. I'hoiio 45S.
IJI'rtJ ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lat Flvw Yean.

1,400

S.500
ern
Ranches from two to 800
acres. ;
Lots in an parts of town.
alfalfa ranch within
few blocks of Uie
. 4,500
street car line
alfalfa ranch five
miles north of town (65
per acre.
FOR RENT.
Houses from 2 to S rooms.
Money to loan in sums to suit.

Don't Forget The

CO.

Pal Pinto Well ' Mineral Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It.

tu.

DR. J. E. CRAFT
ALBUQUERQUE PLAKIXS MILL
Dental Surgery.
.1,
Rooms 2 and
llnrnett Itulkllng, THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
Over O' Molly's Drug store.
nen in need or tutsii, door, fraiia
ApHintnientn mndo by mail,
etc. Screen work s Sectalty. Ait t
Phono 744.
South 1'lrt, street. Teleplione 403.

UNDERTAKER.

' ORDER YOUR- - HITYLKRS'
AND
LOWNEYK' CHRISTMAS CANDIES.
O. A. MATSON A CO.

Ladle

Styles
AT LOW. PRICES

,

Six room house. West New

S,

, I rt t t u
To Cure a Cold In One Day.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It fails to cure. - E. W.
GROVE'S
signature.. Js on each, box. ,25c.

THIS

TvlIIIIlMKFJlY

iimbL

liimiiiiiiiTiimiinin

O. A. MATSON

BAM BROOK BROS.
Plione 56.
113 John St.
Waddle i worses a specialty.
Bent
drivers in the city. Proprietor of
".Sadie," the picnic wagon.

SMM..fitst44

do

CHRIST-MA-

Highland Livery

l

s.

HITLERS' CANDIES FOR

H4.

CARDS

DR. F. J. IWTCHIX
SALARIES AND WAWEHOUSB REPhytlcian
high
as
as
as
a
CEIPTS,
and Surgeon.
low
$10 and
$200. Loans are quickly mad and
over
Offlci
.
Vann Drug1 Store. Ofstrictly private.
Tim: On month
m 2 to 5. mm
to II
I
to one year given. Goods remain in 1fice iMMirn
Up-to-Da- te
lo H p. ni. PIioimk, office 441, res-your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before bor- HR1HT oifa.
rowing.
DR. R. L. Hl'ST
LADIES TAILORING
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Itiywlclan
And DRLuSMAKlNC
and Surgeon
Steamship tickets to and from alt
parts of th world.
mis cftAtnr
ir.MMin 4
7. N. T. ArniUo Building.
91 H.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
30$ tt West Railroad Ave.
DU. SOLOMOV L. BURTON.
W. L.
tV
PRIVATE OFFICES
Physirtan and Surgeon.
Highland Office, 410 South Walter
Open Evenings.
v
14 VERY, SAIJE, FEED AND
Ktreet. Phone 1030.
TRANSFER STABLES.
DR8. BR ON SON & BRONSON
Horses and Mule Bought and Exchanged.
HomeopaUilo PhyNiclantt
and Surgeons. Over Y aim's Drug Store.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE ClTx
PlMne, OfOm and Res., 628.
Second Street between Central an
Copper Avenue.
DENTISTS
FOR SALE.

j

by Mrs.
Henry LOST On South Second street a.
Recommended
gold, locket from watch fob, mono-Symes, to develop the bust from 4
gram, "M. P, 8." Please leave at
to
inches.

Al-vara-

MONEY to LOAN

SHKJiinAX. M. 1.
Physician ami Surgeon.
Life rtiiUdlng.

V. M.

IOAXS

eO-ac- re

LOST and FOUND

...

PERSONAL PROPERTY

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

j
5

T.

r. PURDY, Afnt

SlIIIiriTTTn I

.
X

..

111x

'

tyxtxxS

Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturgoa' cafe. Is prepared to giv
thorough scalp treatment, do
dressing, treat corns, bunion and bolr
Ingrowing nail.
She give maag
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and i
MISCELLANEOUS
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepared a hair tonio that cures-anprevents dandruff and hair fallF. W. SPENCER
ing out; restore Ufa to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Arcblteet.
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
1221 South Walter.
Phone 655. machine. For any blemish of the
face call and, consult Mr. Bambini
ROUGH DRY.
Do you know what thl means? If
not ask our driver to explain it to
you.
km CURE
IMPERIAL LAtrNTnY CO.

KILL thi COUCH

MethdriHt Minister Recommend
Clutmberiain's ttougb ltenandj.
W
have
used
Chamberlain'
Cough Remedy In our horn for seven
years, and It ha always proved to
right
be a reliable
remedy.
W
hav
found that it would do mor than
the manufacturers claim for it. It
spclaly good for t croup and
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co lawhooping
cough.
Rev, Jatne A. Lewis,
Pastor Mllaca. Minn., 14. C. Church.
WANTED T Ton can gel it through
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is
IUI
CM'IIM,
old by all druggist.
l

r

A

thi LUtlCS

Br. King's
Nov Discovery

.

PBICB

- 1 tiM
via 47 OLDS
Trial lotti rfM
AND All THROAT AN0 IUNQTR0UBIFI.
OUARANTiCCO gATISFACi'OitX
fan-

V
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACK riOMT.

CHRISTMAS

rmmmmmmammtmmmmmammmmmammammmmsaamBmmmi

TREES

EVEHlNQ

CITIZEK

MtlnAT, DKCKMBKIl

Wban yo d$lra Ab$olata Cam-taIn Preptrly ritlad CIsmmhI
Canmult Lit.

IW7.

rt

ON

IKE MARKET

J

Turkey Have Prow"! a
nt
Nina
at 25 rent a I 'omul
lrrwli Wavta Mf.
Rvernreen, holly, Chrltmn
tre
Ohrlxtmas commodities
ami other
on
appearance
hnv
the
made their
Moi-- t
of the Christmas
market.
trees arc helng- peddled from door
to door, but the evergreen and holly can be purchaned In rrtoxt tois.
.'varrrun Kr.nlhl AnnnratcA with
holly veil for bO Cents apiece and
tne nony can dp Diiusni in aimosi
any qtianlty detired.
turkeys
In the produce market
hnve dropped a cent and hens have
gone down two cents. Krexh nu;R,
dinwhich go well with a Ohrlt-tnianer Hre selling for 85 cents a pound.
Juotatlnnn:
VCKCtnlilcs.
Olery, fie upi Hunbard squiiwh.
10 lbs
5c; pumpkins, 6c; potatoes,
fur 115c; sweet potatoes, i lbs. for
Be;
cabbnjre,
25c; spinach, 3ad

1

Holiday Goods

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
::

10 South Second St.

iMselGriAdinglDoni

on Premises

1

--

For Chritma

-

There are gaps in your Christmas List
You can easily call to mind several people
whom you want to remember, but don't
'
quite know how or with what, That's the
'
problem. Harm la tha solution.

"'

Buy a Pair of our Shoes or Slippers

beets,,

dry

$2.00 to Y00
$1.50 to 2.M
$1.75 to $5.00
$1.10 to $2.00
$2.00 to $4.00
$1.00 to $2.!S0
75 to $1.00

.

In-re-

fXXXXXXOOOOOCOOOOO

I "Hilt.

Uananan, 40c; apples, 10c;. lemons
25c and up; pears, 15c; cranberries
2 pta for 25c;
cocoanuis, 10 and
l&c; oratiRen. SO to 90c Uoz.; grape
26c lb and up.
' t'lsh.
Sea bans. 15c; catfish, 20c; rock
cod, 15c; (Plunder, lftc; oysters, 85c
a pint; sunfish, 15c; salmon, 25c;
smelts, 10c.
Ment.
R
to 20c; pork, 15 to 20c;
IHeef.
veal. 15 to 20c; mutton, 10 to 20c;
spring lamb, 12Vic to 20c; ham, 15
to 19c; sausage, 21bs for 25c; spring
chlrken, I Hp; geese, 18c; hamburger,
2 lbs for 25c;
hens,
squabs,
23c:
1'iVjc; ducks, 20c; turkeys, 23c.

AT h PRICE
UNTIL XMAS
'i

MISS LUTZ
208 Sooth Sioood

met
The Degree of Pocahontas
last night In Red Men's hall and
elected the following officers for the
ensuing year: Miss Dorothy Motzen-backe- r,
Prophetefg; Mrs. F. Dragole
Dranoie,
V. R.
Pocahontas; Miss
J. W. Fredericks, PowWinonah:
hatan; Mrs. J. Motzenbacker, K. of
W.; Miss Jennie Keppler, K. of R.;
Mrs. It. Fredericks and Mrs. C. B.
Jones, trustees.
On January 2 the Pocahontas will
Install the new officers following
which there will be a banquet and
Initiation of new members.
Overcoais almost given away t
216
Soufh Second street.
FEK'S DKMCIOUS HOT CIIOOO-IiATWAliTOVS DKl'G STORE.
Our feeds arc egn producers Follow our direction as to feHllng. Tlie
bent remits guamnU't'd. No eggs the
touts nothJnjr. K. W. Foe,
South First Street. Plione 10.
Clothing almost given away at
218 H South Second street.
Hand mads articles at Mrs.
224 West Gold avenue.
' Now1 wonld he a good time to visit
tVx
Oia Albuquerque Cash Grocery
Von con aave money there. ." Marble
avenue near Fourth.
TOYS! TOYS!! TOYS!!!
OUT THIS
WK ARK
1,1 N K AM) YOU
CAN GET BIG
E.

ooooooocxxxxxxxxoooco
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the

DIAMOND PALACE
''ft--

Railroad Avenue
t

'

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry. Cut Glnm. Clocks, SUrerware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

We

lilimAINS.

Montezuma Cleaning
and Pressing Company

(). A. MATSOJf J VU.
Fine, pure Christmas candy at the
'
Champion Grocery.
given away at
Clothing almost
216 Vi .South Second street.
FEE'S HOME MA OK CANDIES.
WAIjTON'S DRUG STORE.
City Directories may be had at Ths
Citizen office at $1 each.

Will call for your Clothes, clean and press them up in first
class shape, and deliver them when done.

OX3000000OyD0O0

You don't wnt to look shabby on Christmas
aK!00OKOKMK200KXK)M

208 South Second Street
Chinese, Japanese, Indian
and Mexican Goods, Curios, China, Vases and Straw
Articles, Fancy Ware and
Bnc-a-bra-

c.

mx3momQmvaKmomomoacmoaomomom,
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This is the last week
before Christmas
OUR FULL HOLIDAY LINE IS
NOW DISPLAYED
Smoking Jackets, Bath Robes.
Dressing Gowns, Silk Hat Cases
Ties toy
d
Silk Ascots,
Four-in-Han-

Suspender Sets, Leather Cuff Cases
Leather Handkerchief Cases,
Leather Collar Bags.
Prince Albert Suits,
Full Dress . Suits.

Open Evenings Until Christmas

E L. WASHBURN GO.
119 South Second

':

iooooooK?ocoooo(

119 West Gold

15

SuitsA nice line at

to 35c

$4.00
assortment

Mufflers-Go- od

House Slippers Felt Slippers
$1.50 up
Fancy Suspenders
75c to $2.00

This is the 25th year that we have catered
to you in the line of

SIMON STERN

Diamonds Jewelry
Cut Glass, etc.,
,

25c to. $2.00

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Suitable for Christmas Gifts. Quality is
the criterion of cheapness, and for 25
years it has been our aim to sell goods
that will give satisfaction. We are not
making startling discounts on goods
that have been marked too high, but are
giving the very best values possible.
Compare our cut glass (the Celebrated
Hawks) especially, with that offered
elsewhere, and you will surely bring m
your trade.

FOR CHRISTMAS
HAVE made it the inviolate rule of our business,
WE and
have laid it upon our honor, to offer forjsale
only such things as ate unequivocally the best in most
cases, regardless of price. Many articles, such as table
silver, fine
china, and cut glass, can be
secured of Us at about half what you pay dealers that
carry it as a side line. Suggestive of what we have:
hand-painte-

Fine Haviland China in sets or odd pieces, hand
painted China,
dinner sets, cut glass,
vases, ornamental lamps, Roger Bros, table silver,
carving sets, chafing dishes, after-dinntea sets,
fine shaving sets, cutlery, scissors, guns, revolvers,
all kinds of mechanics' tools in sets. -

Remember, we are headquarters for everything in the
Jewelry line, Diamonds, Watches, Rings, Necklaces,
Bracelets, Combs, Lorgnettes, Purses, Shopping Bags,
Silver !Tea Sets, Plated Sets, Knives and Forks, Carving setsy Water Sets, Toilet Sets, Manicuring Sets, Jewel
Cases, Silver Clocks, Gilt Clocks, Grandfather's Clocks,
Canesj Umbrellas, and an unequaled assortment of Cut
'
Glass?"

semi-porcela-

in

er

Buy your wife a "Majestic" Range
None Better

'

Wagner Hardware Co,

The Leading Jeweler

321-32- 3

West Central

Usefttl Holiday Gifts
r
A LITTLE STORE

The gift that proves useful will always be appreciated more than
any other. Many useful, as well as practical holiday
gifts can be secured at our store.

WELL FILLED

OmxmOmcmamoaKajomOmOaxmxymO

I SAM KEE

Boys

To the People of Albuquerque

P0CAStAS

$1.75 to $4.50
25c to $1.25

Handkerchiefs-Initia- ls

Sweaters and

ELECTS OFFICERS

ALL HATS

tt

Holiday Gifts
at Right Prices

5e;

$3.50 to $12.00
$3.50 to $9.00

25 per cent Discount
on Smoking Jackets

FOR

5c; turnip., 5c;
onions, 3
frreen
5c; prirsnlps, oc; lettuce 5c.

DEGREE

r ifU r' n

Jeweler
213 West Central 213
The

carrot,

5c;

onions,

btinche,

As longjasthey are worn your friend will think of
you and yo'r kindness. Isn't this a great advantage
over all ordinary useless presents.
Men's fclmo. from
Men's Slippers, from
Wornon's KImkm. from
Women's lkm so Slippers, from
Slippers, from
Women's
Children's Shoes, from
(illdren's t'elt Slippers, from

Smoking Jackets
Bath Robes -Fancy Vests - -Fancy Hosiery -Neckwear

Here Ate a Few Suggestions

With choice Jewelry. Silverware
and everything in the line, bought
with judgment and experience, and
sold at reasonable prices.

Stag Handle Carvers
Table Cotlery

Saddles
Shaving Sets
Pocket Kntves
Tea and Coffee Spoons
Razors
Ranges

o

VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Store

CANDY
BUY YOU

Christmas Candy

SCHUTT'S
3t0

MOUTH

SECOND BT.

The only exclusive Candy
Dealer in the city.

Home Made, Frrsh, Pure,
,
Extra Fancy
Chocolates, Fratt and Not
Bon-Bons-

Candies, Candy Canes
and Staples. Choicest line
o! Candy Baskets
and
Boxes in the Southwest.

The

mencantu loak
Company

25

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.

ALISUjTS ANDCLOAKS
CASH OR INSTALLMENT

Large Desirable Assortment. Must Go Be
fore January 1st
Hand
'

al-

ways made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

PER CENT ON

Complete Line of Ladies' Ready Made Garments,
" v some SHR Petticoats, Fine Shirt Waists.'

Ftiil 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

SI 9 WEST CENTRAL
DISCOUNT Or?

WE GUARANTEE

i

CALL AND SEE OUR NEW STORE

We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stova and
Nut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

502

South First

V

